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PRESENT: 

HIS HONOR, 	JUDGE STRETTON, 	Royal Commissioner. 

OP MO 	 ..... 

",flR. GREGORY GO4AnS: 	appeared to assist the Commission. 

MR. A. S. KELSO: 	appeared on behalf of the Melbourne and 
etropolitan Board of Works. 

MR. A. O. LAOIRENCE: 	Appeared on behalf of the Forests 
Commission. 

BERNARD JAMES OIBRISN, 	Recalled and further examined. 

GOVANS: You have been sworn. 	Yesterday you produced for the 

information of the Commission some cosounications and licences 

relating, to saw milling rights in the Aubicon area?---Yes. 

I propose to read extracts from those documents rather than to put them 

in as evidence, since some are documents of title in effect. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I should like to be able to read them at my leisure, 

MR. GOffANS: There are some conditions attached to the documents, which 

I propose to read. 
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MR. LAWRENCE2 	in any case, if you so desire, the Forests Commission will 

be pleased to submit copies of the licences. • 

MR. GIVANS: The first letter to which I refer is dated the 18th of March, 

4e1,- 193i from the ?orests Commission of Victoria to the Director, 
Clark and Pearce, Pty. Ltd. Alexandra. 	It is as follows:- 

"Referring to your communication of the 15th ult. renew-

ing your application for saw milling rijits over the 

Blue Range area, I beg to inform you that such applic-

ation has now been approved by the Commission, strictly 

subject to the following conditions." 

Then follow certain conditions, and I shall quote the relevant 

conditions. 

"(2) Before commencing operations a sawdust retort of 

a type to be approved by the Commission, or other 

effective means to be approved by the Commission, for 

the proper disposal of sawdust as a result of milling 

operations, to be provided. 

(3) All scrub, undergrowth and debris for a distance of 

2 chain at least round the mill shed tc, be cleared and 

permanently kept so cleared in order to provide a safety 

zone in case of forest fires occurring. An approved 

system of water supply to the mill for safety purposes 

in case of fire, such system not to be dependent on 

wooden supports or fluming, also to be provided. later 

piping to be installed at mill with sufficient hose to 

reach all parts of the mill, including shed. 

(4) auitable and effective dug-out accommodation to be 

provided at or in the vicinity of the mill site for all 

employees and their families who are resident at the 

mill site. 	This accommodation to be provided before 

the commencement of despatches of sawn timber from the 

mill. 
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"(8) Provisions of the Forests Act and Regulations there-

under to be fully observed and complied with. 

as a guarantee that each and every one of the 

above conditions will be fully complied with, you are 

required to lodge at this office, within fourteen days 

from the date hereof, a. deposit of Ten pounds. A pro-

visional allotment as referred to above will be for a 

period of three years from the date hereof. The timber 

covered by the provisional allotment is that which is now 

mature and suitable for milling purposes. Subject to 

satisfactory tenancy during the three years just referred 

to, your licence in this respect will be renewed by the 

Commission. 	Royalty will be subject to review at the 

discretion of the Commission at the expiration of the 

three year period. 	The boundaries of the area allotted 

as above will be defined on the ground by the Inspector 

in Charge of the Astrict, A.. F. C. Cerraty, of Tagge*, 

as and when required. 	3efore commencing any clearing 

work in connection with tram way or plant, it will be 

necessary for you to consult with the officer just re-

ferred to. 

Yours faithfully, 

Correspondence nos 36/519. 	 A. Strahan, Secretary." 

The next document produced is a saw mill site licence, under Section. 

58 of the 'Forests act 1928, and dated the 1st of January, 1937. 

After the formal portion of the licence, there appears this note:- 

"The continuance of this licence for the term fixed is 

absolutely subject to the faithful observance by the 

licensee of all its conditions as set forth on the 

back hereof, especially those relating to the con-

trolling of fires." 

On the back of the licence there appears certain conditions headed 

"Conditions under which Licence is issued", and there are certain 

special conditions, so headed, which appear to be relevant:- 
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'(13) The removal or carriage of mill sawdust by water 

is rohibited. The sawdust must be re'rioved by belts, fans, 

vehicles, trucks or barrows *  and burnt in approved retorts, 

and must not pollute any stream, sprint; or pool of fresh 

water. 

The licensee shall thoroughly and effectively protect 

the forest reserve within the boundaries of and adjacent to 

his licensed area from fire *  and shall extinguish any fire 

which may break out on such or may spread to it. iailure or neglect 

to carry out this duty will render this licence subject to 

immediate cancellation by the Commission. 

(15) In the event of the area being damaged by fire, t zie  

licence may be cancelled, unless the licensee satisfies the 

Commission that neither he *  nor his workmen, nor servants * 

 directly or indirectly,. were in skyway responsible teerefor." 

xe next document produced is headed "Renewal Certificate" and is dated 

the 31st December* 1937. 	In short form *  it is to this effects- 

"This is to certify that the under noted licence of this 

commission has been renewed fur tee period stated." 

Then is set out the rental for twelve months, from the let of June *  

1938, at a fee of Four pounds. 	At the bottoe is a note:- 

"This renewal certificate is issued eubject to strict 

compliance by the licensee with the conditione of 

licence, and is not valid unions signed by the 4iecretary". 

The fourth document is headed "Timber Licence, and purports to 

be issued at Taggerty on the 3rd of Decanber, 1938, and is signed 

"A. C. Ure *  per P.H.Y." as Issuing Officer. 

The duration of the licence is from noon on the :31st of 

December, 1938, to noon on the 1st of January, 1939. 

(To ,fitness; Can you tell the Commission whether the letter 
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of the lath March, 1936 - that is the first document I read 

containinh the various conditions - related to4ny one mill 

or to the whole of the mills owned by the Ruoak Timbers, Pty. 

Ltd?---That is termed the Letter of Allotment for the last 

area allotted - for No. 2 mill* 

It relates solely to that area?---Yes. Previous allotments were made 

many years ago. 	That is the most recent allotment, and 

there all the conditions of allotment are shown. 

Can you tell us from your recollection whether, in the case of previous 

allotments, these conditions, or conditions of a similar 

type were incorporated?---I cannot recall that point. 

That allotment was only issued in the last two or three 

years, while the others have been issued for many years. 

Yesterday we heard evidence with regard to the circumstances under which 

the dug-out at No. 3 mill was actually constructed. Do you 

know something of those circumstances?---Yes. Yesterday 

Your honor asked on of our mill managers if he knew any-

thing about a strike prior to the dug-out being constructed 

at the mill, and he said "Yes, at No. 3 mill". 

AU c;04:133I0i A: I did not ask him that. 	I asked him had he heard 

of any case where a strike had been threatened before a dug-

out was installed. 	I asked him a perfectly general question, 

not a specific application, and he said, "Yes, at No. 3 mill's:— 

I should like to explain the circumstances. 	The dug-out at 

No. 3 mill was put in at the time when a general request was 

made; all the dug-outs were put in about the same time. 

hbout -Wel** months after the dug-out had been constructed 

there, the steward of the Union called a meeting of the men, 

and he was instructed to request the manager to have the 

dug-out enlarged. 	The men did not consider the dug-out 

large enough to hold the people at the mill, 	The steward 

requested the manager to have the dug-out enlarged, the work 

wae started the next morning, and the dug-out was enlarged 

to their satisfaction. 	That was about eighteen months ago. 

after that, there was no query by the men, by the Union, or 
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by the Forests Commission rearding this dug-out. It was 

regarded as satisfactory. That was the instance where the 

strike question came in. At that time, the men may have 

said If it is not going to be enlarged, we will strike*. 

But it did not actually come to a strike, because when the 

request was made, the work was started next day. 

I had heard from various sources that the dug-out had been installed 

only after a threat of a strike. I had not heard about your 

mill, or any particular mill. It was a chance question, 

that is how the manager answered it but I had no information 

about it?---all the dug-outs were constructed at our mills 

two and a half years before this fire came along, and in 

every case where people sheltered in dug-outs in the 

Rubicon - and up to 60 people sheltered in the dug-outs there - 

they all survived and no lives were lost. 

MR. GOWANS: Did any question arise as to the construction of a dug-out 

at the winch in connection with No. 3 mill?---At that same 

time, when they asked for the mill dug-out to be enlarged, 

the men did make a request that a dug-out be put up at the 

haulage winch. 	They considered that a most dangerous part, 

that a fire would cut them off from the mill. After the 

dug-out had been enlarged at the mill, the men went on, and 

built this dug-out to the men's satisfaction at the haulage. 

That was at No. 3 mill?---Yes. 

From evidence given yederday, we know there was no dug-out at the 

haulage winch in connection with the No. 2 mill winch?--- 

That is so. 

Jo you know how it came about that a dug-out was regarded as necessary in 

the case of the No. 3 mill but was not regarded as necessary 

in the case of the No. 2 mill?---Apart from the No. 3 mill, a 

request was not made by the men, or by the Union, or by the 

lorests Jommission that a dug-out should be put in at the 

bush. 	The impression was that in the case of the No. 2 mill, 

the moat dangerous fire would drive then into the mill. 

No. 3 mill is on one side of the range, and No. 2 mill is on 

the opposite side. 
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eoes that mean that in the case of the No. 2 mill the haulage winch would 

be to the north of the mill?---I could not tell you that, exactly. 

I want to find out what you meant by saying that in the case of the No. 2 

rill a fire would drive the men from the winch into the mill?--- 

That is a fire with a north wind behind it. 	That would be 

coming towards the mill. 

I appreciate that, but does it also mean that the haulage winch is on the 

north side of the mill and that a north wind would drive the 

men from that winch into the mill?---That is so. 

Is that the only reason why your men considered it unnecessary to construct 

a dug-out at the No. 2 mill winch?---eppare ly they did not 

consider there was any danger to the men ie the bush there, or 

they would have asked for it. 

There was no request, either by the men or by an officer of the Forests 

Commission, eeat a dug-out should be so constructed?---No. 

Although now you know it was at the N.04 2 mill winch that eight men were 

burned to death?---Yes, at the haulage winch. 

TH1 COLgleeleeees •hat is the distinction. 	You draw a distinction by 

inserting the word "haulage"?---The haulage winch is about 

two miles from the mill and the logging winch is practically 

three miles away. 	The haulage winch is where only one man 

was working. 	He lowers the logs down tee incline. The 

bush men would work at the logging winch, some distance away. 

In the case of the men at flo. 2 will, there was a clearance 

at the logging winch. 	It had been burned two days before, 

and the men knew of the clearance. 	:From where they were 

found, evidently they were making to there for safety, but the 

fire came so rapidly that they did not have time to make the 

distance. 

MR. MIAMI: If there had been a dug-out at the winch, they could have 

reached that much more easily than the clearing?---No, the 

clearance would have been just as near as the dug-out. They 

would not put a dug-out at the haulage winch, because there 

was only one man working there. 	If a dug-out had been 
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constructed, it would have been at the loggine winch, where the 

seen were working. 

That was further out?---Yee. 

eo not you think it necessary to put a dug-out even where one man is 

stationed?---No. 

even though that man is stationed there for fifteen or eighteen months?--- 

Yes. 	In the case of the haulage winch, it is there permanently 

in the case of a logging winch, it is shifted periodically. 

es one witness said yesterday the logging winch may be in one 

place for three monthe or nine menthe, and then that winch would 

be shifted farther on to another site. 

would it be feasible to provide some means of safety at the logging winch?--- 

No doubt therewauld be mears of providing some safety for themYee,‘ 

what do you sugeest about it?---As I have not been in the bush, I should 

not like to offer any suggestion. 

TWes. GOUMIeSIONiets or how long during the year do milliae operations go 

on in the 'Rubicon eistriet?e--4enerally for the full twelve 

,months, bat in winter there is certain lost time on account of 

the anew. 

that is not for very long?---too, it may be for a week or two. 

It is not snow country?---It depends on the year. 	aometimes the men may 

lose aoytein up to four or five weeks during the winter on account 

of snow. 

eould it not be a good idea to give saae sort of protection there on the 

site where the men would be engaged in summer?---It would appear 

from our experience in January that aomething should be done. 

I appreciate your manager saying that they move about so much that it is 

difficult to do anything in a practicable way. 	You would not 

have to bother about protection in the spring, winter or autumn;--- 

eo, it would just be for the dangerous period of the year - the 

suriaor. 	 herever they happen to be working, that is 

where it would be necessary to provide shelter. 
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It would not be necessary to Jive a dug-out at the winch all 

the time. 

• In view of :47. hawrencels offer to have copies of the various 

documents referred is made available to the Commission, it 

will not be necessary to put them in as evidence. T take it 

Your Honor eill want to see copies of those documents. 

TPX COMMIS3I0AZR: les. 

R. LAWRENCa: 	this stage, would, Your Honor hear me on the question of 

the relevancy.  of these various matters, or would you rather 

hear me later 

THE COMMISSIONER: If you coneider a matter is not relevant, the time to 

submit your objection is when the evidence is tendered. 

MR. LAWRENCE: I thought it tuuld help the Commission if I explained that 

in any milling operation in a reserved forest two authorities 

are necessary before operations can be conducted. One 

authority is the licence to occupy the site. 	Thet obtains 

when the mill is situated withie a reserved forest areo. If a 

saw mill is cutting into a reserved forest area, het is not 

located within the area itself, there is no necessity for the 

issue of such an authority. 	The second is the authorization 

to cut, and in this particular case, and in all cases, that 

authority to cut is covered by what is known as an "A" licence, 

a copy of which I produce. 	That is similar to the fourth 

document read by 	owans. 	thin case, an "A" licence 

is issued monthly. 	That is not a matter of a Commission 

instruction, it is apparently a matter of district procedure. 

In general, the "A" licences are issued on a quarterly 'basis, 

and the amount of timber which is cut during the currency of 

that licence is not definitely specified. for example, the 

wording on the licence is "auantity cut during the currency of 

this licence". 	The wording in that case is simply for 

audit purposes. 	£he actual control of the forest operation 

is covered by the duration of the licence. 

WI* 
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THE COMMISSIONER: That is the point of relevancy? 

MR. LAWRENCE: I thought an explanation might help the 4omission, if I 

made the point clear at this stage. 

THE COMMISSIONER; I thought you were -sin s, to protest that the documents 

had no bearing on eee subject matter of tee inquiry, in 

view of your use of the word "relevancy". 

MR. LAWRENCE: Ay remarks were intended to aid rather than to detract 

from the evidence. 

MR. GO ANS: That is the period covered by an "A" licence? 

MR. LAWRENCE: One calendar month. 

THE COMISSIONal: ,chat is the purpose of issuing, it monthly, to have a 

continual check on the mill? 

MR. LAWRENCE: Yes. r. ere will give sworn evidence on it. I take it 

an arrangement exists whereby the saw miller submits a 

monthly statement or check covering his timber. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Is the licence issued to him every month? 

MR. LAWRENGE: Yes. In this district it is '  but in other places sometimes 

the licence is issued quarterly. 

THE COMMISSIONER: It would have the same result if it were to cover a five 

year period. 

MR. LAWRENCE; No. Under the Zorests Act, the Commission is only allowed 

to iesue a licence for a period not exceedine three years. 

in the second place, if the Commiscion were to issue a 

licence for a period of three years, it would not have 

intensive control over e saw miller with whom it might 

experience difficulty, such as it would have by issuing a 

licence for a much shorter period. 

THE COMMISSIONSR: It is not very material. 

THE ATHOS WITHDREW. 

ARCHIBALD JOHN CAL , INer 	Sworn and Exe•ined. 

MR. GOeeeees Your name is Archibald John Callinan, and you are at present 

livinc at lubicon?---Yee. 

You were formerly manager of the eo. 6 mill owned by the Ruoak Timbers, 

Pty. Ltd?---That is so. 

You were manager at the tine of tie big fire in that area in January last, 
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and were you actually at the will on the 10th of January?--- 

Yee. 

aerie with a number of o ors, you took refire in the dug-out at the 

mine—Yes. 

Hoe many people were in tae Jageoute---Twentyesix. 

Does that include women and children"---There was one woman, and her 

two daughters, one was about 17 years of age, and the other 

about 10 years. 

Hew many people would there usually be at the mill?---Usually thirtythree l 

 counting the children. 

ordinary circumstances, do you consider that the dug-out would have 

been large enouge to include everybody?---Yes. 

till you tell us somethine of the conditions in the dug-out on the day 

you were there?---They were not very pleasant towards the 

finish. 	The fiest roar we not too bad. 	4o ,sere there 

about three hears, l should say, tired after that the tplwke 

began to drift into it. 	eh* atmosphere wee very close, and 

the mat* did not help. 

now did you (sloes the openingl---ee hed blankets over the openine. 

let blankets?---I had a hose running over the front of the doorway. 

That lasted for about one hour, and while the water was 

running, i held a blanket so that the water ran down over it. 

Then the water eet hot, the hose burnt through, and we had 

to bring tha blankets inside. 

'?id you have any other water in the dug-out?—es had put cans of water 

in there previously, about three or four hours before, when 

I thoueht the fire was c=oin,. 

bow far away iron the dug-out was the source of water supply!---sae had 

a date about 15 chains above the dug-out, above the ell'. 

that was the mill supply, and it was piped with a 4 inch 

pipe underground to the mill. 	The outlet from t .at 4 inch 

pipe was about 2 abate* from the dug-out. 

You had a 2-chain hose---ae had three hoses coupled together. 

aid the dug-out catch on fire---30. 

In the light of your experiences on that day, ean you suegest any 
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improvements for dug-outs?---Yes. 

Tell us what you think would be an improvement in the construction of 

dug-outs?---For a start, the best way to go about it is to 

choose the best position. 	If you get an ideal position, it 

is not a very difficult matter. 

4hat do you think is an ideal position?---if you could get on the side of 

a hill, or on the point of a hill. 	I should say you should 

cut a trench,about 6 feet deep and about 3 feet widepthrough 

the point of the hill. 	You could then take the entrance 

to the dug-out off that trench for about 6 feet or 8 feet, 

and then open out into the room. 	By cutting the trench in 

front, you form a means of draught, and instead of the smoke 

drifting into the dug-out, the draught goes along the trench 

and would take the smoke away from you. 

Is that based on the principle that you are liable to find cooler air 

nearer the ground. 	ihen you go in through the entrance 

tunnel, I suppose it is of no great importance whether you 

have the T-shaped room at the end, or a room leading off 

from that tunnel, as long as you have one leading off from 

it?---I should/tgInk it would make any difference. 

Is there any way by which ventilation could be provided for?---First of 

all by going into the side of an average hill, under those 

conditions you would have about 7 feet or 8 feet of solid 

dirt above you. 	It would be a simple ma .ter to bore down 

through that and Alt a vent down into the room. 

That has been suggested, but the objection has been taken that it might 

let smoke in?---I think more smoke would go out than would 

come in, because the draught will always go up. 

Provided you have a good draught at the front, probably you would then 

be able to drive the smoke up through the vent at the back?---

I think so. 	I am not very well up in the matter, and I 

would sooner leave it to somebody who understand more about 

it. 

Did you build this place?---No, I understand a man named Schmidt, who was 

in charge of the mill before I went there, built it. 
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You had no idea about dug-outs when you went there`!---I had previously 

built one at the qoyston mill. 

Had you ever had to use it in a fire---No, but it was used successfully 

in this fire. 

Prior to that, I suppose you knew nothing about building du -outs?---No; 

as a matter of fact, the positionwas this before the fire - 

as I stated at the inquest - the dug-out system was looked on 

with a certain amount of contempt by many mill people, includ-

ing myself. 	de did not realise the value of them, until 

this fire, but since then we have changed our opinion. 

..•o you mean mill hands7---Timber workers generally. 

Including mill managers?---;!ell, I was included in it. 

I suppose you realise the value of having some sort of water supply 

which is not on the surface of the ground?---Yes. 

Ie there anything else that it is necessary to put in a dug-out to 

provide for a number of people having to use it for three 

or four hours?---I think an adequate water supply is all that 

would be necessary. 

I understand that in some mills furniture was brought into the dug-out; 

did you hear of that?---Yes, I have heard of it, but there 

was none in our dug-out. 

Did you hear of the instance where a kapok mattress was brought in and 

it caught alight?--Yes, in n). 1 mill. 

You would not approve of that?---Some of my chaps wanted to put their 

blankets in the dug-out, but the position was that there was 

no room, for one thing, and I did not think it a fair thing 

to let them put them there. 	There happened to be a hole 

dug in the ground, in which the men placed most of their 

gear and covered it up. 	They were the men who were carr:ping 

there, and did not have their homes at the min. 

How near was the nearest building to the entrance of your dug-out?---It 

was approximately one chain away, but the entrance was facing 

in an opposite direction to any building. It was facing to 

ground that had been cleared previous to Christmas and burnt. 
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Under whose instructions had that been done?--Under mine. 

:foe it in order to provide safety in the event of your going into the 

dug-out?---It is the usual thing to do around a mill every 

year, to clear a break around a mill and 'burn it up, where 

possible. 

shat area do you burn around the mill?---It depends on the situation 

of the buildings and the mill, whether there are creek s near 

it, and so on. 	In the ease of No. 6 mill, where IAMB, 

should say the break would cover about five acres, in a 

circular direction. 

That would be the radius of the circle?---Four or five chains, I should 

thine. I did not measure it, and that is a rough guess. 

ae it absolutely cleared?---There were logs lying about in the clearing, 

but there was little scrub on it. 	There was only short 

bracken fern that had grown since it was cut.  

hen did you do that?---About early in November. 

did you have to set authority from the forestry officer?---I had to get 

authority from the forestry officer to burn it. The pro-

clamation had gone out, sad I asked him about it one night. 

He said he thought it would be all right. 	►  night or two 

afterwards we had a heavy fall of rain, and we burnt immediately 

after that. 

'ho woe that. - Mr. Simmons?---Mr. Lire and Mr. .Timmons were both there when 

I asked, 

Do you find in general that the forestry officers are requiring and urging 

you to take these safety precautions, or do 3ou usually do that 

yourself, - go and ask their permission?---No I have 'been 

asked by forestry officers at different times to do it, to 

clean up around the mill, and so on. 	It is more or less 

a suggestion, rather than a request. 	They suggest that 

it would be a good idea if you would cut the scrub and clear 

it, and we generally do it. 

THE COUMISSIONX111 If you do not do it, what happens?---I cannot say; I 

have always done it. 

Always?---Yes, when it has been suggested to me. 
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You never miesed once:---I might have delayed a weak or so, because it would 

depend on whether I had the men available at he minute. If I 

did not out it out straight away, I was only waiting until I had 

someone available for t. 

You have always acted on every waggestion by a forestry officer in that 

respect?---In that reseeet, yes. 

iaNas That practiee do you follow with retard to the burning of 

heads around your aill?---I have only been there since last 

Zaaster, and I burnt the heals at that aill at the end of the 

autumn.  

Last autumn? -Yes. 

aid somebody suaavet you ahould do that? -No, I did it myself. 

Did you speak to the forestry officer before you did it?-e-No. 

ahen you say at the end of autumn, that would be about april?---I think 

it might have been a little later than that it migat have 

been about May. 

You did not need to get permission from anybody?---No. 	aoll, I did not 

ask for it, but Just went ahead and burnt them. 

aees tnat mean you burnt all the heads around your rill.?---Not all around 

the =ill. 'Aare we were loggina at that time would be from 

one half to three quart a of a wile from the mill. 

You learnt the heads around there---Yes. 

Coo you know when the previous burn had taken place?---tight around the 

nil the heads had beer: burnt as they had been logged - every 

year, or souretaing like that. 	There had been a fire tarough 

tent part of the bush in wrhiah any legatee had been done, previous 

to my going there. 

:ahem had you bean before you went to ee. 6 mill?---I was et the Royston 

mill. 	l•hat is not one of Clark and Pearee•s 	and it is 

toward the head of the aoserton River. 	It is owned by the 

aoyston au aillina Company, ofwhish Mr. Cecil is the managing 

director. 

to you say the tepe ware burnt every year, as far as you know, at the 

wills you were at?---Not at all the mills L have been on. 

They were at Na. 6 mill?---Yee. 
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.here the tops burnt at Brown and Cecil's mill?---I did burn them one year. 

I think that would be about 1934. 

ellen did you leave Brown and Cecil's mill?---Just before last easter, in 

1938. 

Had there been no burning of heads between 1934 and 193b where that will 

was operating?---No, I do not think so; out I could not be 

sure about it. 

chat was this cendition of the bush around there ii the heads were left 

lying about?---At that mill, we were in a high area aid there 

was very little underzrowth in the bush. 	it was a woolly 

butt area. 	- I know the Forests Commission does not like 

you to burn off unless it is absolutely necessary, on account 

of the young seedlings. 	a like to work in together as 

much as we can, and I do net think, it necessary that the 

heads should be burnt. 

You referred to the undergrowth; what has that to do eit'h the burning 

of heads?---The more severs your fire, the more damage you do 

to your seedlings, naturally. 

You said that there was not much undergrowth at Brown and -)ocil's mill?--- 

:here was very little. 

That being so, would it not have been poscible to burn off the heads with-

out grave danger of a hot fire---There was no need to burn 

them off. 

-111,  was that?---There was not enough litter on the ground to cause a 

severe fire. 	It eas thin, scattered bush. 

THE COMgI3SIONNA: You are asked about the heads and why M,beai) you did not 

burn them?---I did not think it receseery to burn them. 

?ere they thick on the ground - a good many about?---hot very many, but 

in parte there were. 

	

R. GO4ANS: There were some heads, but not much e crub. 	There is scrub 

in the vicinity of the other mills, I suppose?---Yee. 

Is it ever cut?---Vot before it had been logged, but weere the x , oreets 

Commission had 'thinned it out, it had been cut. 

',That happened to the scrub that was cut?---It was left there. 

Do you remember making a statement to Detaretive North for the purpose of 
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the inquest?---Yes. 

Do you remember saying this, "I have no real knowledge of how the bush 

fire started, but the fires were much more serious than 

they would have been if we had been allowed by the Torests 

Commission to burn the tops, and if the scrub which had 

been cut over a period of years through this range had been 

burnt as it was cut?"----Yes. 

Is that still your opinion?---Not quite. 	since then, I have had 

different talks with forestry officers and others, and 

different things have been ex*ined to me. 	I have changed 

my opinion a bit since that statement was taken. 

THE COMMISSIONER: You told us this morning that you did not burn the 

heads because you thought it unnecessary at the time. I 

want to ;et this clear. 	You said that you did not burn 

the heads in the past because you did not think it necessary, 

but in that statement just read, you said they contributed 

to the fire?---I should like to explain. its 	There are 

parts of the bush heavily timbered, where the trees are 

growing close together, and there are other parts where the 

trees are, perhaps, half a chain or a chain a part. In a 

case like that, where you have the scattered bush, you 

naturally do iiot have anywhere near the litter you would 

have where the bush is heavily timbered. 

You have a mixture of the two sorts?---Parts of the bush at Royston are 

heavily timbered, but other parts are lightly timbered. 

ao not you think you ought to burn in heavily timbered narts?--eIn the 

heavily timbered parts, yes. 

GO:jAN: Did you, in fact, burn at the heavily timbered parts near the 

Royston mill?---On one occasion, I did. 

In 1934?---I think it was later than that. 	I went there in 1934, but 

I cannot remember whether it was the first year or the second 

year I was there when 1 burnt. 

It would be either 1934 or 1935, and there has been no burn since then?---

Part of it has been burnt, where they have been putting in 

tram lines. 

lould not there be some milling in heavily timbered areas in that time?--- 



Not much of it; in fact, very little of it. 	ost of the 

area in which they have been milling since then is in thin, 

scattered bush. 

eihy would you not be milling in a fairly heavily timbered area where there 

was timber to cut?---You would run your tram lines out in a 

certain direction. 	For instance, you might have four or 

five miles of your boundary of the bush, and if you ran the 

tram line two miles out towards that boundary, you would not 

leave that tram line there and go in another direction into 

the heavily timbered stuff, because the tram line would 

deteriorate if it were not used. 	Naturally, you would carry 

on with that line. 	If you came into bush that was not 

heavily timbered, you would just have to put up with it. You 

have to mill it as you go along. 

You said there was some milling done in the heavily timbered areas?--- 

Yes. 

'mould that be done away from the tram track?- -Jo your tram line goes 

on to it and through it. 

thy did not you cut it out?- 4e did, as far as we could reach with our 

ropes. 	As a rule, the ropes reach for 30 or 40 chains, and 

we log on each side of our tramline. 

Do you think you went through any such heavily timbered areas since 19353-- 

No, we did not. 	4e have been getting into the higher country 

all the time, and as you go up, the higher you go, the tinner 

the bush gets. 

If that is the case, what led you to make this statement to Oetective 

Vorth, that the fires were more severe than they would have 

been if you had been allowed to burn your tops?---elhat I meant 

was that if we had been allowed to burn the tops in the spring- 

time. 	Since then, I have haXd a talk with forestry officers, 

and they have explained to me that their idea is to burn in the 

autumn, on account of the seedlings. The seedlings come up above 

the ground. At some time or other every tree is about half an inch 
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is one area. 

Very well, take the No. 6 mill; were the heads left in the bush there, as 

far as you know?---They had been burnt. 

Then you could not have hail that in mind when you made this statement. 

what other area were you thinking of?---The position is 

this; when I made that statement, what I meant was that 

the Forests Commission do not stop you from burning at all, 

but you cannot get a clean burn when they like to burn. 

THE COMMISSIONER: All you read that passage from the statement again? 

MR. GO4ANSI "I have no real knowledge of how the bush fire started, but 

the fires were much more serious than they would have been 

if we had been allowed by the Forests Commission to burn 

the tops, and if the scrub which had been cutover a period 

of years through this range had been burnt l as it was cut"?--- 

Perhaps I should have added to the first part of the 

statement, after "if we had been allowed to burn" the words 

"when it would burn properly".' 

THE COMMISSIONER: I would not trouble any further, Jr. Gowan. 

(To witness) You told us this morning that you altered your 

view because you have been taking to certain people. Who 

have you been talking 	have had a conversation with 

Mr. Gerraty. 	Last Sunday we went through the bush up 

here and discussed the whole thing. 

GOIANS: That is, since the inquest?---That was last Sunday. 

Himi you given this evidence at the inquest?---Some of it, but there was 

nothing said about that matter at all at the inquest. I 

was not asked anything about it. 

THE COMMISSION NR: Jhat did you say at the inquest, the evidence you 

are giving now or the statement you gave to Detective North?---

They just asked a few questions on what happened on the night 

of the fire, and I answered them. 

They did not ask for your opinion on the cause of it?---fio. 

',4'hat did you discuss with ;Ir. Gerraty?---e discussed the fire problem 

generally, as we were going through the forest, and while 

we were having lunch. 4e also discussed different types 
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of dug-outs. 

Did you discuss the statement you had given to Detective north?---It was 

never mentioned. 

So you completely altered your opinion after one conversation with 

Mr. Gerraty?---Not completely* 

It could not have been much more complete. 	I am not blaming Mk. Gerraty, 

but I want to know how you came by this sudden conversion?--- 

We discussed things, I gave my views on the thing, ir. Gerraty 

gave his views on different things. 	I did not entirely agree 

with everything he said, and he does not agree with me, either. 

I have just thought out different thinge for myself since. 

Is it wrong to say now that you were not allowed to burn by the Forests 

Commission?---To say "at no time to burn" is wrong, because 

they allow burning at certain periods. 

One of those periods comes every year?---Yes. 

Why have you not burnt in that district. 	ere yGu not allowed by the 

Forests Commission to do it?---I was never stopped, but I 

did not think it was necessary. 

Why did you tell the detective you were not allowed to burn?... What I 

should have told the detective, or what I meant to tell him, 

was that we were not allowed to burn when we could get a 

good, clean burn. 

nre there many heads about the Rubicon; is it thick?---Portion of it 

is very thick. 

;hen was a fire last in there, to your recollection?---JA bush fire? 

Any sort of fire, deliberate or bush fire, whichever you like?---quite a 

good bit of it was burnt two years ago, where they were logging. 

Was that by accident, or otherwise?---Burnt by the managers. 

:hat proportion of the Rubicon area would that be?---It would be a small 

proportion, in comparison with the whole size of it. 

Have you talked with any other people apart from the gentleman you 

mentioned?---I have discussed the thing with different chaps 

at night time, talking, yarning, etcetera. 
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TILT, COMMISSIONT,R: Did they help to convert you that your statement was 

wrong?---some disagreed with me and some agreed with me. 

as ANTS: What was the object of this 6unday visit of yours with 

At. Gerraty?---He went to inspect some timber up the 

Rubicon and I offered to go with him as I knew the traok 

better than he did. 	Since the fires I have been back- 

wards and forwards to the mills a few times. 	He had to 

find new tracks around the bridges and c reeks. 

dere you asked to go or did you volunteer?---I volunteered. 

Do you remember seeing the Secretary of the Commission on 70oday?--- 

les. 

Do you remember exoreesing this opinion "The 'Forestry Commission is not 

cleaning out sufficiently?"---Yes. 

Ie that your view?---Yes. 	That was not entirely what I said was it. 

There are some other remarks there? 

Did you say that?---I said that much. 

lhat did you mean?---0As I understand it, there is so much money allotted 

each year to the Forests Commission for cleaning out, 

and naturally they try to dues mochas they can with 

the money allotted to them. 	they are more or less 

hampered through lack of funds. 	Xhey do not go far 

enough with the job. 

;ghat do you say about cleaning out. 	Do you mean cutting scrub?--- 

Cleaning out young stuff. 

Not cleaning out the heads? ---No. 

aid you say "If they had more men, especially practical men, they would 

thin out the forests better"?---Yes. 

That is your view?---Yes, cleaning out the young stuff and cutting wider 

breaks. 

You went/to say "The Poreste Comntiosion says that -Vie debris should lie 

there to form humus to aid new growth?"---Yes. 

You said further "Ofore men. are required to nake wider breaks to combat 

fires"?---Yes. 
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That is giving your view?---Yea. 

Do you also consider that the breaks in the Rubicon area are insufficient 

either in number or width?---I do not think they are wide 

enough. 

that is the width?---About 18 ft. 

Few wide would you make them?---I think they would want to be at least 

two chains. 	cost of the severe fires come with the north 

wind; that is on the average. I think that under those 

circumstances the fire breaks would be better if they were 

to run east and west. On the Rubicon most of the breaks 

are running in the general direction of north and south. 

:that do you consider is the main value of the breaks - to get from place 

to place or to stop the fire?---They will not stop the 

fire but they enable you to burn back. 	They also enable 

you to get through the bush a lot quicker. 

When did you first come to the Rubicon?---about 1925, but I have been 

away for a period since then. 	I was away for five or 

six years. 

Was there any fire in that area in 1926?---?hare was a small fire, or 

small in comparison to this, at the back of the Rubicon. 

sae there any fire in 1932?---1 was not here. 

How do you compare the condition of the bush up there now to what it 

was in 1926?---There is considerably more undergrowth there 

now than there was then. 

Do you think that had anything to do with the intensity of the fires?---

Naturally it would, I think. 

LAgR, Is the whole bush woolly butt country?---No. 

How long have they been cutting woolly butt there?---es a matter of fact 

we have cut very little of our woolly butt yet; we have 

been cutting messmate, ash and gum. 

Is the country you have been telling us about woolly butt country?--- 

No, that is at Royston. 
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Hoer much ef that is .;soil A Brownie area?---Practically the whole of it; 

there was a little bit of ash on the bottom area and a little 

bit of gum. 

Is that country of yours at toyston typical woolly butt area?---ies. 

en you tell the Comalesioo in your own words how a woolly butt forest 

in general compares with an ►sh forest, referring to the density 

of the timber, the undergrowth, and the roughneso of the country4--- 

2rom what I know about it, the woolly butt will never grow such 

below the snow line. 	there is nowhere near the carne amount of 

undergrowth such as scrub in woolly butt country that there is in 

ash country. 	The floor of the forest is usually much cleaner. 

Generally speaking, can you see clearly through all your woolly butt forest?--- 

Yes, as a ruler 

In general, can you pick up the ground, see it?--- to. 

On an average, how many treeo per acre do you eatimate you mill. 	I am 

trying to get at the 'thinness' of the trees. 	I want you to 

put in specific terms if you can, the thinnese of this woolly 

butt forest. 	Now many trees per acre do you put on the 

ground?---!'here are parts of that eoyston forest where it would 

only cut about six trees to the acre, and there are other parts 

where it would go round about 40 or 50 trees to the acre. 

Taking an average over that area of thrown 0eoil's, how many trees per 

acre have you put on the ground since 193 ,4?---Thet is asking a 

oiy thino. 	et a rough guess 1. should say somewhere about 15. 

It might go to 20, but am very doubtful. 

How does that compare with an average ash bush in the Rubioon?---It is 

not near so thick. 

m an average, how many trees do you think are put on the ground in ash 

bush in the oubicon?---1 should say about 35. 

You tole the Sommissior that you considered it has annecessury to burn 
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the heads. 	dhat was the basis of your consideration. 

Is that in Brown & Cecil's area, and why was it unnecessary?---

in that particular spot the bush was quite thin and there was 

no undergrowth. 	1 thought it better to leave them there. 

I always know that the Forest officers did not like you to 

burn on account of the young seedlings coming up. 	Naturally, 

you like to work in with them as =Aches you can. 

Then the basis of your consideration is for the young forests?---Yes. 

;Mere there any such eeedlinge coming up?---Quite a few. 

That is on the old logging areas behind you?---And where we were logging 

then, also. 

n genoral fire through those heads would have caused wide-spread damage?--- 

should think so. 	Probably there would be a few that 

would escape. 

50 you find that generally forest officers rely upon your personal judgment 

as to wben is the best time to burn, around the mill, for 

instance?---I think you said you carried out burning operations 

round No. 6 mill?---Yes. 

The forest officer had suggested to you that it should be done but he did 

not specify when?---No. 

You did that job when you thought fit?---The position was this - 1 was 

working for a company and they had a man employed on that 

job. He was doing all the mills and I happened to be the 

last mill that he came to. 	The Forest Officer said to me 

one day "I would get that scrub cut and burnt if I were you". 

said "1 expect the man over next week." ne came two or 

three days afterwards and did the job immediately. 

Taking the attitude of forest officers in general, do they erder you 

around in an abrupt and immediate way to get on with the job 

and do it at once or do they handle you in such a way as to 

suggest that it is desirable for a certain thing to be done, 

saying, in effect, You are the man on the spot; you know 

when and how to do it?"---I have always found that the 

majority of the Forestry officers have been very reasonable 
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and fair so far as I was concerned. 	They have treated me 

very well and we have always got on well together. 

That is not exactly the queetioa. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Never mind; do not stop him. 	He wants to say that. 

MR. LAWRENCE: Does the forest officer insist upon his decision and say 

"I think that should be done; do it now" or is his attitude 

"I think it would be desirable to do that; do it when you 

think it is a fit and proper time."?----No, they always see 

that what they say is done, as a rule. 

Is the decision as to the time to do the job left with you?---No. 

Who decides when to do it?---They ask you to do it and we generally do 

it, or I do* 

THE COMMISSIONER: What about the cases of mills where no dug-outs have 

yet been constructed. 	Would that apply to them. 

you heard of those cases?---I have heard of them. 

There Amid not be any peremptory direction there?---No. 

There is a matter that I wanted to find out the other day. 	You may 

have more experience of it. 	How are the royalties which 

the millers have to pay to the Commission assessed?---I 

would not be too sure. 	I have nothing to do with that. 

As far as I know it is over the sawn timber that goes over 

the bench. 

Were you not a manager?---Yes, but that is all done at the office. 

Who keeps the tally?---It is sent from the mill into the office. 

Who keeps it at the mill?---I keep it. 

You keep it at the mill and send it to theoffice?---Yes. 

that check is made as to whether your tally is correct?—as far 4e I 

know they are taken off the office books. 	I would not 

be too sure. 	I am not clear on that point at all. 

ou are managing the milling operations; not the office—That is 

correct. 

Do you know to whom those returne are made. 	Is it to the District 

Officer or to the Okarka)Forests Commission if Melbourne?---

I have no idea. 

A e 
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Mr. Lawrence, I thought this gentleman would have known the practice, but 

apparently he does not. 

MR. LAWRENCE: Did youknaw the object of Mr. Gerraty's visit here last 

Sunday?---Yee. 	As I understand it, it was to go up 

there and see how much timber had not been burnt on the 

Snob's Creek side. 

THE COMMISSIONER: That milling area would that be?---No. 6 and part of 

the Royston. 

MR. LAWRENCE: Would your Company have any interest in his investigations?---

I do not think so. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Do they generally work on Sundays in those offices?--- 

If it is necessary when fire fighting and so on 

Is it not a rather long trip?---It was a pretty big day. 	It was rather 

late when we got away. 

What was the urgency of that trip?---I could not say. 

How long were you out on the journey?---4e left about 10 or 11 a.m. and 

got home between 9.30 and 10 p.m. 

Was anybody else with you?---The Forest Ranger from Rubicon, Mr.Simmons. 

LA/RENCE: When did you know that you were to give evidence before 

this Commission?---On Monday. 

Did you have any idea on Sunday that you were going to give evidence?---

None whatever. 

Did you remark to Mr. Gerraty that you would like to give evidence?---Noo 

Did he ask you to give evidence—No* 

When Forestry Officers come around, and particularly senior officers, is 

it their custom to discuss general points of bush practice 

with you?---Not as a rule. 

Have they ever done it before?---I was rather friendly with one Forest 

Officer. 

THE COMMISSIONER: aye they ever done it before?---Yes, once. 

What did they discuss with you that time?---General bush practice. 
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You may misunderstand Uri Lawrence. 

MR. LAWRENCE: What would you call general bush practice - all matters apper-

taining to bush-craft and the winning of timber?---How the logs 

are bushed, where to run sawmills, and the best way to go about 

it, how to out your timber when you get it - just more or less 

a general discussion. 

Surely you must discuss that with them a good deal?---Very little. 

THE GMAISSICMER: It is no use expressing surprise, 'Ir. Lawrence; the witness 

is on oeath. 	The answer may not be what you expected, but 

there it is. 

MR. LAWRENCE: Where were you with them on Sunday?---At Rubicon. 

That was Mt. Gerraty's week-end?---Yes. 

MR. KELSO: When you talk about this average woolly butt country, howwide would 

you estimate the head of a woolly butt tree to be when on the 

ground?---On the average I should somewhere about 25 to 30 ft. 

It depends quite a lot on the shape of the tree. 

That is the width?---Yea. 

How long would it be?---You mean how much of the head would be left? 

No, the shape of the head on the ground is something like this (indicating 

with a rough sketch). 	You say it is 25 or 30 ft. across. 

-Am much would it go this way (indicating)?---They vary a good 

deal but on the average I think they would be 35 ft; maybe 40 ft. 

How far apart are the trees that go 15 to the acre. 	YOU said that some 

went 15 to the acre and some went 40 to the acre. 	Do not try 

and work it out because it is pretty -  hard to do so, but go by 

your recollection?---Some of the trees at that particular spot 

would be about one chain apart. 

If you drop trees one chain apart and their heads are half a chain wide and 

three-quarters of a chain long, what is the floor of the forest 

like after that has been done over a big area. 

Is it not practically covered with heads very nearly touching 
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each other?---The general practice when falling trees is to 

keep the heads together as much as possible. WO fall them 

into one another and then there is a big clear space around 

with no heads in it. 

If you have any :leer spaces you must have the heads piled up on one another 

in a heap?---lore or less. 

When you get into timber that has 40 trees to the acre it is twice as 

Yes. 

Do you suggest now, no matter what anyone has said to you, that that would 

not make a bush fire much more serious?---I do not know. 

Do you seriously suggest that having a heap of timber that high or else 

having the whole of the rorest floor practically covered with 

heads of trees would not make a bush fire more serious?---It 

would make it more serious, definitely. 

In relation to the 'woolly Outt country I understand you to say that what 

you said to Detective North was in fact not correct - that 

it was not serious in that Woolly-butt country if the forest 

was not burnt?---1After the heads have been down a while the 

leaves die off and they all sink down. 

How long does it take for that to happen?---It sinks down considerably in 

12 months. 

Would it be less inflammable in 12 months than when the trees were 

dropped?---No. 

So that for 12 montbe the position is that if you get a bush fire through 

it, the fire actually burns much more seriously?---Yes, 

admittedly* 

That does not seem to he quite in accordance with what you said in your 

previous evidence, but we will leave that. 	What is the 

practice in forest thinning?---The Commission thins out the 

young stuff through forest that is already milled. 	They 

cut the scrub and so on and leave it lying on the ground. 

How much do they leave standing and how much do they cut?--- ,I suppose 
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saplings are about every 4 or 5 feet. 

The previous witness said they would cut ten and leave one. 	Is that in 

accordance with your impression?---No, I do not think they 

would cut quite that many. 

Would they cut five and leave one?---That would be more about it. 

Is it your recollection that that stuff which is cut is burned as a practice?--- 

Not as a general practice. 

Is that in Mountain Ash country as well as in Woolly Butt country?---I have 

never seen them do any thinning out in woolly butt timber. 

Have you seen it in Mountain Ash?---44s. 

Bave you seen it in messmate?---Yes. 

The practice is to leave the thinnings on the ground unburnt?---Yes, I would 

say so roughly speaking* 

ilhet would you say about that as a fire risk?---Naturally it is a big risk. 

In that respect also what you said to Detective North is correct?--- Me. 

Although you have now said something else?---Not entirely. 

I am not saying anything about when they are burnt. 	They are in fact 

not burnt, is that so?---That is correct* 

You would say for the benefit of the Comuission now that the practice of 

leaving thinning; in the bush is liable to make bush fires 

worse?---Froviding they do not out the breaks wider* 

I am not talking about breaks at all* 	It is a question of whether leaving 

the thinninge is liable to make fires worse?---Yes, definitely* 

What was the meaning of your statement. 	You said "The Commission does not 

want the burning off only to save the seedlings*" Is that 

really your opinion, that they do not want you to burn off in 

order to save the seedlings?---They do not want us to burn off 

in Vile springtime. 	They want us to burn off in the autnmn. 

Is it actually your experience that the Commission has wanted you to burn off 
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in the autumn and has not wanted you to burn off in the spring?---

I know they would prefer it that way. 

Is that from some direction you have had?---I would not say a direction; I 

would say a discussion. 

With whom?---With both Mr. Simmons and Mr. Gerraty. 

One of those rare discussions that you say happened once before?---This was 

on Sunday. 

I am going back to what has been the practice over the last ten years. 

Where did you get this idea that the Commission did not want you 

to burn off?---It just seemed to be the general opinion of the 

whole place that they did not like you to burn off. 

On what sort of information or words have you got that impression?--It 

just seemed to be general knowledge around itubicon that they did 

not want you to burn off in the springtime. 

Or in the autumn?---No, they did not mind you burning in the Autumn. 

Is that so for seedlings?---I understand that* 

The lightest and easiest fire would destroy the seedlings?---Yes, it 

would. 

If you have the idea that all seedlings can be saved, can you burn at any 

tine?---It seems a pretty hard thing to think out. I do not 

know whether they could be saved or not. 

The kind of burning necessary to burn these heads is not a quiet fire, is 

it?---Itaturally it is not if the heads are thick. 

If you are to save the seedlings, you cannot burn the heads at all?--- 

That is what is appears like to me. 

Is the impression you have got not to burn the heads at all to save the 

seedlings. 	Is that your impression from the Commission policy?--- 

If you want to save your seedlings, you must not burn the heads. 

I an asking you what you think is tne Commission's policy; you are a 

miller and you have been working in the areas. 	If you think 

back you know what is actually the practice. 	Is it in fact 

tne Commission's practice or desire not to ourn tnese heads 
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in order to save the seedlings?---I would not like to say that. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Why would you not like to say it?---I do not believe it 

is so* 

MR. KELSO: You have gathered their policy; or what you understand to be 

their policy. you at least know their practice?---As I under-

stand it they like you to burn in the autumn. 

How do you get that understanding. 	You say it is known throughout the 

Rubicon. 	Have you ever discussed it with any of the Forestry 

officers?---Yes, I have had discussions at different times. 

Have they told you then that they like you to burn in the autumn?---They 

have said that they prefer you to burn in the autumn. 

Have they shown you how burning in the autumn will save the seedlings?---No. 

Then what do you think yourself when you say they do not burn in order to 

save the seedlings. 	Can they burn this heaped up rubbish 

from thinning and this piled up rubbish from heads in the 

spring, in the summer or,  n the autumn, or at any time and 

save the seedlings?---It does not seem like it to me. 

If you think they do not burn only to save the seedlings you must think they 

do not ever burn?---No. 

What is your impression of that?---In what respect. 

In regard to whether they ever burn?---By burning in the autumn - -- 

THE COW/SSIONFA: That is not the question. 	Just listen. I know you 

are having a bad time, but it is your own fault. 	Just listen 

carefully. 

MR. KELSO: If you cannot burn in either the spring, the summer, or the 

autumn because you will destroy the seedlings, then when you 

say that the Commission does not burn only to save the seed- 

lings, does that not mean that they do not want to burn at all?---

It looks like it. 

That is your recollection of what the position is, not what it looks like* 
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We look to you as a man who has been working in this forest 

to tell us what you do in the forest; not what the position 

looks like?---When we have a thick patch of heads we burn in 

the autumn sometimes, and sometimes in the spring. If we get 

a good burn in the autumn, we do not bother further but if we 

do not, we burn in the spring. 

Is that in the Ash country?---Yes. 

And you destroy the seeds?---They tell us we do. 

Is that contrary to the wishes of the local Forestry Officer in view of the 

fact that you say theyeant you to save the seedlings?---It 

is not contrary to their orders. They do not order us not 

to burn. 

Do you believe that they do not like you to do that?----That is what I believe. 

That they prefer to leave the heads in the bush?---I would not like to say 

that. 	I do not think any of them would like to see the heads 

left in the bush if they could possibly burn them without doing 

too much damage. 

It is a fact that when you we'll working in the woolly butt country you did 

not burn?---That is correct. 

It is a fact that that material has been piled up as you have described it?---

Yes, but you have asked me questions on technical points that 

we never look at, such as how wide a head is. I have never 

measured one in my life, and I cannot tell you how close they 

are together, except as a rough guess from memory. There 

are any amount of places in the woolly butt area where there 

is not one head in three or four chains. 

I accept that, but when you gave us - -1---You are trying to make out that 

the floor of the forest was literally covered, and it was not. 

You did toll us that in some places there were 40 trees to the acre?--- 

Yego 

I am talking about the woolly butt country. 	 You told us that there 
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were 15 trees to the acre on the average?---yes. 

You told us the size of the head of the woolly butt trees from your 

recollection?---Yes. 

You told us how they would look when they were felled and piled up?--- 

Yes. 

You have now told us that they do not burn the heads in that country?--- 

Yes. 

MR. LA#RENCE: In speaking of the thinning operations do you refer to 

operations in general or in some specific area?---I was 

referring to the thinning operations carried out on the 

middle range and on the Royston Range on the Rubicon. 

You have a personal knowledge of those areas?---I have been through some 

of them and I have seen most of them from the tramlines and 

from the edges of where the channel runs through. 

Were you in Court yesterday when a witness gave evidence on this matter?---

No, I was not in Court at all yesterday. 

Is the material which you said was out down just left lying there or 

littered all over the ground?---Some is heaped up and some 

is just lying there, from what I have seen of it 

Do you think on the basis of the evidence you have already given that 

if that had been burnt all the young trees would have 

suffered?---I think they would have suffered. 

is know you were present on the 10th January when the fire swept 

through the area?---Yes. 

You have a very definite knowledge of the intensity of that fire?---Yes. 

Do you think that if the material which was out in thinning had not 

been there the fire over the whole or even that particular 

part of the area would have been less intense?---I think 

it would have been a little less intense. 

To what extent do you wean by a "little"?---Naturally the more debris 

you have on the ground, the more intense the fire is 

going to be, is it not; I would say so. 

You were there on that particular day; knowing the facts, the wind 
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velocity, the temperature, and the general conditions which 

existed on that day, do you think that if that material and 

these thinnings had not been on the ground, even that little 

piece of dense forest itself would have been saved from that 

fire?---No, I do not think anything would have saved it, and 

nothing would have stopped the fire. On the pace it had 

on, nothing would stop it. 

I understand that the woolly butt area of Brown & Cecil's is high up 

somewhere near the head of Snob's Creek? --Getting up that 

way. 

By the time the fire reached there, it had a tremendous way on it?---

It must have, I was not there. 

From your knowledge of the area, of the fire, and of the practice which 

Prevails, if there had not been any milled tops unburned on 

that area, would the damage have been any less intense on 

that day and in that fire?---I do not think so. 

MR. GO: ANS: In those circumstances, what did you mean when you told 

Detective North that you thought the fire was much more serious 

than it would have been if you had been allowed by the Forestry 

Commission to burn the forest?---I tried to explain that to 

you once before. 

Do you really think that that statement is consistent with the answer 

you have just given to Mr. Lawrence. Do you think the two state 

ments can stand side by side?---It would be consistent if 

you would allow me to add a little further to that statement. 

THE COMMIGGIONER: Mr. Gowans, would you mind reading that passage con-

taining the actual words stated to Detective North? 

MR. GO:iANS: You have just told Mr. Lawrence that on that day and in 

those circumstances the existence of tops and scrub up in that 

area made no difference to the firs?---Not when the fire 

reached there. 

Do you think that is consistent with this statement "The fires were 

much more serious than they would have been if you had been. 
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allowed by the Forests Commission to burn tops and if the 

scrub which had been cut over a r.eriod of years through 

these ranges had been burned as it was cut?---No, it is 

not consistent. 	I would like to add a little to that 

statement. 	If we had been allowed to burn our tops 

then they would burn cleaner than at a later period of the 

year. 

THE CO ISSIONER: You would not burn them at all, would you?---At times 

you burn them. 

You would not count it as a burn; it made no impression of the general 

position?---Not very much. 

;ghat is the good of taking that point?---I am trying to show that if we 

burn them in the late spring they would burn much better than 

in the Autumn. 

How do you square the two statements, the statement to Detective North and 

the one elicited by Mr. Lawrence, the advocate for the 

Forests Commission, at some pains, as it appeared to me. 

It is obvious that you cannot do so srd  I would advise you 

not to get further into the morass. 

W.  GOIAANS: I think you told Mr. Kelso that the practice was to link up 

the heads. 	Was that practice actually followed by you in 

the neighbourhood,of Brown and Cecil's 	 is not done 

in every case but it is a general practice. 

las that practice actually followed by you in the neighbourhood of Brown 

Cecil's mills?---In parts of the bush, yes. 

In other parts it was not?---No. 

Ihich areas were the more numerous, the parts where they were heaped up or 

the parts where they were not?---The parts where they were 

heaped. 	I should say that there were about six or seven 

trees at a time. 

Do you think there were more areas where the tops were heaped or where tha 

tops were not hea,)ed up?---Do you mean on an acreage basis? 

On an acreage basis I would say the areas were more numerous 

where they were not heaped up. 

.has this view that it was dangerous to the young seedlings to burn the 
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tops except in the Autumn a new point of view to you?---It 

was • 

And you had not thought it yourself before last Sunday?---No; until it 

was explained to me my views were a little bit the other way. 

 Ihis particular point of view that it was dangerous to seedlings to burn 

at any time other than in the autumn was something that was 

put to you on Sunday and has not occurred to you before?--- 

That is correcto 

THE COMMISSIONER: I do not think you quite appreciate the questions 

MR. GOdANS: Is it really a fact that the point of view that it was 

dangerous to the seedlings to burn tops except in the autumn 

was something that was new to you when you heard this conver- 

sation on Sunday. 	It had not occurred to you before?---No, 

I do not think it had. 

That do you mean by telling Mr. Kelso that you always believed that the 

Forestry Officers did not like to burn because of the young 

seedlings?---They liked you to burn in the autumn. 

'FIE COMMISSIONER: You only heard this on Sunday; how do you say that?--- 

Yes, I heard it on Sunday. 

Is that the first time you heard it?---No, I always realised it s  but I 

did not know the reason why they liked you to burn in the 

autumn. 

Did you hear for the first time on Sunday that they did not like you to 

burn in springtime because of the injury to the seedlings?--- 

That is correct. 

MR. GOUANS: Take the last six months of last year. 	How many times 

did you have the forest officer up at No. 6 mill?---He comes 

up there on an average about every three or four weeks. 

Mr. Simmons?---Yes. 

Used he to go up to the area where you were cutting?---Yes. 

Under those circumstances would he see these heads around the cutting 

area?---Yee. 

And in the other places where you had been cutting?---Yes. 

I suppose he would see all of those heads had been left there for years?--- 
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Not for years. 

I am taking the last six months at the No. 6 marl—Yee. 

Gs back to the time when you were at Brown & Cecil's; would the same 

position be ex orienced there, that the forest officer . 

 would come out to the cutting area?---Yes. 

In  that case he must have seen tnat you hnd not burned these heads for 

yeare---Yes, he could not help but see ito 

Did he ever make any comments to you about it?---No. 

MR. KELSO: in regard to this fire which was so bad when it reached 

your area that it could not have been any worse, I suppose 

you would agree that the 'art that it had been going for 

miles through bush in that condition was instrumental in 

it being so bad?---Yes, I should think it would be 

THE COMMISSIONER: I want to say something to you. 	You have been 

guilty this morning, without the IlLightest shadow of 

doubt, of wilful prevarication. 	If this had occurred in 

a our where I was sitting as Judge I would have dealt 

with you on the spot in a way that you deserve. 	AS it 

is, I will consider what I will do with you. 	If you 

know of anybody else v. ho may have it in mind to act as 

you have, you should warn them that it will not go down?--- 

I am sorry - - - 

Do not be sorry; do not talk that nonsense. 	You may be sorry now 

that you have been found out. 	You may leave. 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW. 

JOHN JENNING LOVE: 	Sworn and examined. 

MR1 GOAANS;  Your full name is John Jenning Love?---Les, and I now live 

at No. 4 mill at Rubicon. 

No. 4 mill is not destroyed?---No. 

You were the manager of it?---ies. 

And you are still the manager?---Yes. 

It is not working at present?---, , o0 

Have you any men there now?---iloG working. 
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How did it come about that this mill was not burned; have you any views 

about that?---I do not know. 	I think it was more by 

good luek than by anything elseo 

Is the forest very thick about it?---Yes, it is the average forest around 

there. 

inlet did the good luck consist of - a change of wind or anything of that 

nature?---No, if the wind had not changed it would not 

have come on us at all. 

;Then it did come on you, how did you get out of it?---'4e had a good water 

supply and the mill was new. 	It had never worked much. 

I do not suppose it worked more than about six or seven 

months. 

Ahat is the significance of that; how would that help?---All the timber 

that the mill was built on was new and sort of green, I 

suppose. 	It would not catch fire as easily as an old 

mill. 

4hen you said that it had not worked much, were you referring to the 

state of the forest?---No, they had built it - it was about 

last November 12 months when they started ito 	They ran 

it from about November to caster. 	Then it was closed 

down until roughly about the end of September lasto 

It was not working at the time of the fire?---Yes, we were working there 

that dayo 

How many men did you have there?---About twenty-one. 

Were there any women and children?---/es, there were five women and five 

children. 

The No. 4 mill was the furthest one away from the Aubicon?---No. 5 was 

just about t_e same. There is not much difference between 

them, about a quarter of a mile. 	There is one on either 

side of the river. 

Did you get into the dug-out?---The women and children did and a few of 

the men. 	If they got overcome by the smoke they used 

to come into the dugout and have a spell. 

The fire was apparently not as fierce around there as at the other mills?--- 

No, it may not have been, but it was bad enough. 

We had a clearing. 
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Did you have a good clearing?---Yes, fairly good. 

lhat about the dug-out; did you have water there?---Yes, we had plenty of 

water in them and water close to them. 	At the dug-out at 

ho. 4 mill,where the women and children wereptne main pipe 

line right past outside the dugout and there was a tap there. 

How fax was it away from the entrance—About 7 yards. 

It would have been too far away if the mill had caught fire?---No, it 

would not have been. 	Apart from that we had seven or eight 

kerosene tins and another oil drum full of water for fear it 

was needed. 

Did you have any hose in to the dugout?---ho, there were two or three 

blankets and a mattress which was put there for a baby more 

than anything else. 	There was a baby six or seven months 

old. 	Everybody took something to cover themselves up with 

but there were no encumbrances in the dug-out at all 

In the light of your experience on that day in this dugout, have you any 

suggestions to make as to how dugouts should be constructed?---

No, the one we were in happened to be a good one. There was 

only one thing that I can mention; I think the entrances 

should all face the south• 

When you say it happened to be a good one; was it any better than the 

other dugouts?---No, what I meant by saying that it happened 

to be a good one was that nothing happened in it 	It was  

built to the best of our ability. 

Who built it?---Mr. Joe Cherry. 

What was the condition of the scrub around the Noo 4 mill?---It was not 

very scrubby. 	There was not much scrub there, only just 

on the top side. 	That was about four chains away from 

the mill. 

That is on the west side?---Yes. 

aat about down on the river bank?---The river bank was fairly clear; it 

never got burnt and it is not burnt now. 

That did you do with the tops up there?---It was not very often that 
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I did anything with them. 

How long did you say the mill had been working altogether?---No. 4 mill 

worked for about seven or eight months. 

Did you burn off any tops during that time?---Yes. 

;;hen did you burn?---In October. 

Did you consult any of the forest officers about burning in October?---

No. Mr. Simmons said to me one day when I was there `'Mr. Ure 

said that if you have any burning to do you must do it before 

(I think) November." 

Before the proclamation?---Yes. 

And you did it?---Yes, I did it then. 

Did you clean up most of the tops that you had cut in the previous eight 

months?---Yes, it cleaned up all the tops that we had cut 

over the time before. We were just starting then. 

Did you get a pretty good burn?---Yes, a wonderfully good burn. 

were you under the impression that the forest officers wanted you to 

burn in the autumn?---No never. 

Did you find any common idea like that such as the previous witness 

spoke of?---No, I had not got any of those. 

Your view then is that the forest officers might have you burn in the 

spring as well as in the autumn?---No. 	We cut the scrub 

that you see around those mills. 	It was the first time 

it had been left there. 	I went to that mill in 1934. 

It was all cut and had been burned in the spring - not the 

spring, in the autumn before there was any danger in light-

ing a fire, and it was all cleared. 	It had been burnt 

there before I went there. 	That is when Anderson went in. 

It was at Pb. 5 mill, the only mill there then. 

Had you been at No. 5 prior to going to No. 4?---Yes. 

You went from No. 5 to No. 4?---I went betweent he two. 

/hen No. 5 stopped working you took on No. 4?---Yes. 

Did you burn off heads around the No. 5 mill?---Yes, I had burnt off 

a few; but more than anything I burned out along the tram-

line where the logs come to the mills. 	I cleared 
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around the bridges. 	That was early. 	In fact we used to 

have a job to get them to burn a little. 	They would not 

burn and they would not for years before. 

Is there any kind of regular practice about burning the heads each year?---

No, I have never heard of any. 

Did you find that the heads were left for any considerable time-- 

Yes, there had been some heads since I went there in 1934. 

Did the forest officer come up to your mill, either to Nb. 4 or to No.5 

regularly?---Yes, he comes regularly. 

How often?---I have often seen him up there fortnightly, or once in three 

weeks, and sometimes monthly. 	He always goes out to the cutting 

area* 

would 	see those heads?---Yes, he would see them. 	he sees the men 

falling the timber. 

Prior to this last occasion in October when you were asked  to burn off the 

heads, can you remember the last time before it when you were 

told to burn off; when it was suggested to you that you ought 

to burn off?---Yes, by a forest officer who was there before 

Lir. Brown. 	He suggested to me at Betas one time that I should 

burn a little bit around while it was safe in the early part 

when summer was coming on. 

Do you remember what year that was?---I think it must have been about 

1935. 

Throwing your mind back, can you remember any forest officer telling 

you to burn off the heads anytime between 1935 and 1938?---

No. 

Would you go so far as to say that you were not told?---I was not told 

to burn them. 

(Page 573 follows) 
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Where was this "1-. Brown's place?---He used to be a Forestry Officer 

wlaere Mr. Simmons is now. 

Jo you know his first name?---I think it is Stanley. 

Did you see the forest people cutting scrub up around your area at all?--- 

Noe 

Did you cut any yourselves?---Yes. 

along what area, and for what purpose?---We cut out this area around the 

mill and right down around where the men's huts were from the 

aoyston River right up pant the mills where all the huts were. 

Were you told to do that by anybody or did you just do it yourself?--- 

6. chap who was workiag out there with a gang of men on con-

struction work started them cutting the scrub. 

jas it one of your men?---No, he was building tramlines* 

He was employed by the Company:---''es, by the Kuoak Company. 

That happened to the scrub that was cut down?---We burnt it. 

That was the burn you had in October?---We burnt it a little before that 

where we burnt the heads. 

What kind of timber did you get in No. 4 and No. 6?---woolly butt and gum. 

Have you any idea as to how many trees you would fell to the aore?---No, 

I would not attempt to say. 	I have no idea. 

Have you any idea of the area covered by ah average head of woolly-butt?--- 

I have never taken any notice of that either. 	That is hard  

to say as some of them are big and some are small. 

not make  any remark on that, because I do not know. 

THE WITNESS WITHDR '. 
ION 	 ..... 

I would 

ROBERT  VICTOR CECIL:  Sworn and Examined. 

MR. GOWANS: Your full name is ROBERT VICTOR CECIL?---Yes. I am one of 

the owners of the Brown & Cecil Mill, and live in Alexandra. 

Tho was the manager of your mill at the time of the fire on January 10th?--- 

Alexander Mason. 

(here is he now?---Tasmania. 

Is your partner in this area?---No. 
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Do you visit your hill frequently?---Periodically. 	Perhaps I would go 

every week for a while, and then it would be every second 

week. 

That was on an average throughout the year?---Yes. 

Did you go out to where the men were cutting?---Yes, but not always. 

As a rule I made it a point to go out to the bushy 

You were present this morning and heard some evidence as to the disposal 

of heads and the condition of the forest around the cutting 

area. 	Have you any comment to make on that?---I think the 

estimate of 15 trees to the acre was considerably more than 

would be on our area. 

About what number would you take?---Eight to ten. 	Those are trees 

actually failed. 	Of course, you have to leave some trees 

that are not suitable for milling. 	Trees felled and 

brought in from the bush would not exceed ten. 

Would you like to hazard an estimate of the area covered by the average 

woolly-butt?--No, I would not like to be responsible for 

that as they vary so. 	You will get trees that are long 

gnd slim with very little head, and other trees branchy 

and big limbs. 	I consider it is impossible to estimate 

the amount of ground covered. 

Have you any idea of the amount of ground that would be covered by a 

very large woolly-butt head?---It would only be guessing 

Apart from the estimate of 15 trees to the acre, have you anything to 

say about the practice of burning off heads in your area?--- 

No, I left that portion of the work to the bush boss as 

distinct from the Mill boss. 

Who was the bush boss?---A man named James McLean. 

Where is he now?---He is in the Rubicon Forest in my employ. 

Is it your suggestion that the bush boss is the person responsible for 

the burning of heads?---Directly. 

Do you agree with the view expressed that there was a fair amount of 

unburnt heads in your area?---I should think that would 

be correct. 

Do you know whether you ever got written notice yourself or to your 

office, as distinct from the men on the spot, to burn 
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off heads?---It is my recollection I have been notified to 

burn heads, but it is a considerable time ago. 	I have 

received a slip saying that heads should be burnt before 

a certain date. 	Occasionally it would be done. 	I have 

gone up there and found where they had burnt a patch of heads. 

Did you find them piled up or spread about?---That was at the discretion 

of the fellers. 	If they thought they could map a better 

job by felling from different spots and getting the heads 

in the same place, they did that. 

as there any practice that you know of, of piling them up in heaps?--- 

Aare ossible I should say that would be done for their 

own ease in getting logs out, but you will understand where 

we have out one and left three it is almost impossible to 

burn heads because the forest would be such a distance away. 

Do you agree with Lr. Jailinan that in general the areas where they were 

not piled up were greater in number than where they were 

piled up?---I should think so. 

I suppose you are fairly familiar with the whole of the Rubicon area?---

Yes, but the whole of my own portion in particular. 

I do not want to ask you details about it, but in general what do you 

find with regard to burnt off heads. 	Is the forest fairly 

clear of them or not?---I could not speak about areas other 

than my own. 	My practice is to go directly to my milling 

area, stay as long as I can, and come back. I would not be 

on other areas once in two years unless l had some particular 

reason. 

You told the commission you had notice from the Forestry Officer to burn 

off heads some time ago? How long ago would that be?--- 

It would be a matter of years. 	It is quite a hazy memory 

with me. 	To the best of my belief I received a sli2 

stating that heads were to be burnt befcrs a certain date. 

That was relating to that particular year?---Yes. 
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As far as yuur memory goes )  have you had any such notice since then?---No. 

I understand you had about 16 men employed in your mill?---Oorrect. 

There were 4 women and 5 children?---Yes. 

they all used the dugout?---No )  not all those ien. There were four of 

of the bushmen who l  instead of coming back with me on the 

Tuesday )  went down taking Mrs. McLean and a small infant 

with them. 	It was considered safer. 

You had no deaths at all at your mill?---Lo. 

In the light of what happened, would you like to make any suggestions 

with regard to the safety of people either at the mill or 

out in the milling area?---I should think that firebreaks 

and dugouts are about the only things to do )  unless you can 

arrange for a cessation of the weather conditions such as 

we had; but that is rather hard to do. 

Is it possible to dig dugouts at the cutting areas?---No, that would be 

rather hard. 	The winch is moved so frequently that you 

would be digging dugouts all the time. 

TEE COMMISSIONER: Is not that overstating the position a little?----Yes, 

it is overstating it a little , . 

They stay for 8 or 9 months?---Occasionally. 	Thad is considered a good 

cut. 

What is the shortest time?---6 or 5 months. 

now many would be on the crew, 8 or 9?---2 Fellers, 1 Drayman )  1 Whistler )  

1 Log-Spragger, 2 linch-drivers )  about 7 men and a woodcutter. 

A pretty small dugout would accommodate them?---It :could not be very large. 

How longwould it take to build it?---O;'essibly a fortnight. It is in 

bed country; there is a lot of rock there. 	It is not just 

a matter of quarrying out earth. 

that would that cost you?---It would not be so severe )  perhaps in.O. 

It would be done in about 2 weeks. 

Ath 3 moves a year that would be £30 a year. 	That would be something 

tangible to preserve the lives of 7 men, 	You would not 

call that a high cost would you?---No. 
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well underground and that served the purpose. 

You have heard the opinion expressed that the fires were much more serious 

than they would have been had you beenallowed to burn the tops 

that had been cut. 	What do you think of that?---I could not 

express an opinion on that; it is out of my territory. 

You have no opinion about it at all?---No. 

THE COMMISSIONER: How long have you been interested in Milling?---30 years. 

And you have no opinion on that?---I can say as far as the burning of 

heads and that kind of thing is concernedm that if they are 

burnt in the period before the fire risk is supposed to 

have taken place, there is certainly less inflammable matter 

in the bush. 

Why did you t ell us you had no opinion on the matter?---That is only 

an opinion, 

dhat is behind your mind: why did you say you had no opinion. 	You are 

well capable of forming and expressing opinion. You are also 

well qualified to, with 30 years experience. 	Tell me what 

was behind that, if anything?---There it is, if there is scrub 

in the bush and you burn it before a big burn comes along - 

this is my view of it - you avoid a larger burn. 

Quite so. 

MR. MUMS: Have you any opinion about this; if the forest is to be 

left in a natural state, are we going to expect the fires 

periodically?---You mean if they are not milled. 

No, I mean if they are not burnt through periodically?---Yes, I shoald 

think so, 

On the other hand, you are well aware of the principle of the 'Forests 

Commission policy of leaving the humus on the ground?--- -Des. 

Have you any view of which is more desirable, to leave that humus on the 

ground where possible, or to burn through periodically as 

suggested by graziers here yesterday?---There seems to be 

two schools of thought. 	One party believes in leaving the 

f 
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hunt: on the ground as a means of holdiee the water, and the 

°tier seees to think that if you leave it there you are inviting 

disaetroes fires. 
in 

Do you adhere to either of those schools?---I am inclined to be/favour of 

leaving the humus. 	There have only bean two serious fires ca' 

in Aubicon, one in 1926 and one this year 

They were both very cerioue?---lhe 1926 fire was not as widespread as 

this one was. 	It only burnt the Royston valley, 	There was 

a small fire in the Rubicon Valley earlier, which cleaned out 

the scrub, but it did no material damage. There was not much 

there to buried 

There is not mech. to burn there uowl--eNo, you would have a job to et 

a fire to burn now* 

There is not much to mill?---Yes. 	The milling areas do not appear to 

have been harmed. 	The maiden bush appears to me to be left 

untouched. 

Is there much of it left?.--- :.Os $  there is a fejr bit of my area leftp 

four or Pinfe years cutting, and perhaps woree 

AR. KELSO: Mr. Gowane, ii4uestioning you, asked if you were in favour 

of leaving the humus, and you said you ware* 	There is a 

big distinction of leaving a forest with the humus and 

leaving the forest with a mass of inflammable debris that 

has been artificially formed?---:;hat would you call'articifial 

inflammable debris"• 

Heads which have been cut from the trees?--eould they be any more 

artificial than the droppings of bark. 

I will suggest to you there are too states of a forest, one that is in 

its natural state without man having done industrial operations 

in it, and the other after wan has done industrial operations 

and left it with heads and thianigees. 	:ten Mr. rowans asked 

ycu the question he did not make that clear. You said that 

you were in favour of leaving the humus, which is there in the 

natural condition. 	Are you also in favour of leaving the 

heads of trees and the thinnings of trees without clearing 

them up?---I think the heads should be burnt* 
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I am making that distinction for the benefit of your evidence. I now 

have a suggestion to make to you. 	These acute periods, 

as you have stated, occur at about ten-yearly intervals. 

They are probably further apart than that, but there have 

been two of them with a gap of about ten years. 	That 

acute period may be for two or three months. 	One thing 

that is troublesome in that time is that there are people 

in the bush and their lives are in danger. 	The second 

thing that is troublesome at that time, even if the heads 

were burnt in September, is that the heads that are cut 

after September are still there. 	From an economic basis 

what do you think of the suggestion that, in that critical 

period occurring only at that frequency and for that time, 

the industrial operations in the forest snould cease, that 

the people who would be in danger in zne forest should be 

taken away from it, and all operations which unavoidably 

set up the risk of fire - that is the production of in-

flammable debris and fires in the Mils - should cease 

for that period, thereby eliminating moat of the real 

trouble associated with tee, industrial operations of the 

forest 	':71 an we see )  as we can sea in C.,:;tober or November, 

we will have an extreme year, what would be your view as 

a mill owner, of the economic effect on the industry of 

doing that?---Now are you going to kn•a. 	It was only by 

good luck we dodged this last year. 

We all knew about October or November; did you not know?---It seemed 

very likely, but we did not know what was ahead of us 

in the way of a change. 

If we did know, and if it affected the industre for that limited period, 

do you think it would be economically dangerous to the 

industry?---I should not think so, but there are a lot of 

views about that. 
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I am afraid there will be a lot of views. You would not think the 

economic position would be very serious?---If we had to close 

down and put off approximately 30 men, the economic position 

as far es they were concerned, would be rather severe. As 

far as our own business goes, iteeuld go to the packer 

oven at that spacing?---Yes. When we came to resume operations we 

found the eyes picked out of our customers* 

Suppose everybody did it?---edhere would you get the hardwood to build 

houses. 

You have the right to say you think supplies of hardwood would fail?--- 

were it is in other words. 

When that danger period arrives )  petrel men are aeeded and also men to 

fight fires; suppose the men from the mills were not thrown 

out of work but taken over by a central authority, and instead 

of producing inflammable debris were in fact watching for fires 

and putting them out in the areas in which you and they are 

interested?---The only thing that saved them on the Tuesday was 

that they were gathered in spots where they were safe. 	If 

there had been a man to every tree the fire could not have been 

stopped.* 

THE COEMISSIONER: Ur. Kelso suggests the fires should be stopped at 

their :source?---They would need to be super men. 

R. KELSO: I think you suggested you believed in putting out fires and 

preventing them. 	Suppose we had enough men to put those 

fires out and prevent them spreading. 	Would that not be 

a good way of getting experienced men?---That has been done 

from time to time. 	Items done this year. 

Is it oot a fact they were only brought in to fight the fire after it 

had got well established?---No, 1 was not referring to the 

big fire, I was referring to the fire that occurred at No. 3 

winch before that 

It is to get the benefit of your view as a mill owner about the economic 

aspect, that I am asking those questions. 	If you will 
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say, for the benefit of the Commission, what you think about 

that proposal, that only for those months while the danger 

would last - it may be three months once in ten years - 

that all operations of industry in the forest should stop; 

that all men engaged in those industries should be drafted 

to protect the forests, and all people in the forest working 

in the saw mills who would be in danger, should be removed 

from that area?---That is the first time I have heard it 

suggested, but the scheme has certain advantages. 	You would 

then eliminate any fires that would be caused by human agency. 

I am afraid not, but it would go a long way to eliminating some of theme 

Your Honor, I have not the right to make these comments, but 

it is helpful to discuss them with the witness. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Yes. 

MR. KELSO: Perhaps that is an idea you would prefer to think about, but 

I thought you may tell the Commission whether you thought it 

would ruin the industry?---I will be frank. 	The first time 

a dugout was proposed I was of the opinion that if men had 

to crawl into a hole to escape, the best thing we could do 

was to shut down for two or three months 

MR. LAWRENCE: During the period of your long experience, on how many 

occasions have you known a serious fire to start up within 

the industrial section of the forest, that is within the 

milling areas?---Not very frequently. 	I had a minor bush 

fire or two in the Heytesbury Forest years ago; we had one 

fairly serious fire at Castella; we had this burn in 1936, 

but that really did not affect the industrial area. My 

experience of a sweeping fire that really affected the in-

dustrial milling area was on the 10th of last month - that 

was my main experience. 

This year, and in general, what has been your experience of the region 

of origin of disastrous fires?---That I could not say. It 
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seemed to be impossible to find out how any of the fires 

started, 

I am not asking for causes; I am asking for region of origin?--- 

Occasionally we would have a fire that started in the Falls 

and burnt off. 	I think the 1926 fire occurred there. On 

this occasion I was not present when the fire occurred in 

Rubicon, but I understand there were two fires, one above the 

Commission's haulage, and one above the Falls of the Rubicon 

River. 	That would be the answer to the question on the 

region of the fire. 

Are you speaking from hearsay or personal knowledge?---Yes. I am in 

regard to the last fires. 

Over the whole of your experience, have fires in general started up 

within the forest area, or have they come into the forest 

area?---In my experience they have started in the forest areas 

THE COMMISSIONER: Can you tell me how the royalty payable by the miller 

to the Forests Commission is assessed and paid, and what checks 

there are upon its accuracy?---The rate of royalty is usually 

agreed upon when you take over an area. If it is land you 

tender for, you tender for a certain amount. 

So much per foot?---So much per hundred super feet. 	In our case there 

is a definite rate for boards, that is selected timber, a 

lower rate for scantlings, a lower rate still for cases and 

smalls. 	The timber is checked and loaded at the mill and a 

docket is sent dawn with each load. 

,lo checks it at the mill?---The tally man and loader. 

Is he an employee of the miller?---Yes. 	That docket is sent from the 

mill down to the railway siding. 

For whose information is that?---That is for my information. 	I am at 

present in Alexandra, and I check the amount. le then 

truck such timber away, making out a duplicate invoice 

which is sent to the Forests Commission Officers. 

In any business you do not leave it to the man who is buying to say how 
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inueh is bought. 	;ohat cheak is there on that. 	I am not 

suggesting the millers would. anything wrong, but I want to 

know how it works?--This cheek which is obtained by taking 

the total of your deliveries at the yard, can be easily 

ascertained. by reason of the fact that eontraotors bring 

the stugf in. 

'c'ilso can ascertain that?--The :Forestry officer can find that out by 

application to the contractor's office, and then by looking 

up his own invoices which are forwarded. fortnightly. 

Then, by getting. the railway eonsignment to find tmeretiont out 

how much you have sent away.% 

where are these invoices sent to?—In our case to the Forestry officer 

at eeggerty. 	statement is sent monthly to him and the 

Jeeretary in elbourne. 

From the Forests Oommiseion point of view, he is the real cheek on the 

=mint that is coming out of the forest and the amount that 

is being paid for?--He is. 

Have you eV r had any of your quantities questioned or tested by the 

forests 0001111i ss ion ?—No • 

Not in all those years?--No, I have had a pretty clean sheet that way* 

In fact, I have had a perfectly Olean sh.eete 

)o you know of any Millers who have had their quantities ever questioned 

by a Forestry offieer?--No, not personally, but I have 

heard. of cases, where it was suggested that timber had been 

taken away without paying the royalty. 

I presume that could easily be done?---Yes, it is possible. 

MR. KI3L501 Who stamps the stumps in the bush?---No—one in our bush.. 

THS COLL I33 van: in. IL e tso l  to what are you ref erring? 

MR* 	 I have seen thaY stamp of a :Jiorestry Officer on a stump 

in the bush, and it i s some form of tally on the spot by 

the Forestry officer. I gather it is only done when the 

royalty is paid on the round instead of over the saw. 

THis OOMMISSIoNda: Mr. eawrence. I am not asking these Questions in any 

any way to Question the internal management of the Forests 
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Commission. I tza oot concerned with thmt in my Commission. 

L,oralelsn Would you like me to assist you? 

MS OMITS: 	You carmot, you do not know what is in my mind. 

However *  you might if you asked some further questions on 

those lines. 

MR, L WR OS: What is the general nature of the system under which you 

pay royalty. Is it termed in the round or over the saw?----

Over the saw 	Ineidentall,y, that is wrong. 	It should be 

over the bench. 

1114 0014.1416";,IONSR: I do not want to get any technical details. 

law  LaWR.111013: That is the basis of it• 

TR OOKTEI..) I‘ N.7.7: Unless you can ai .fine what I nave in my mind, it is 

not mush v.se. 
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BFITIT 	 .worn and jxamined• 

1111. GOWANS: What is your full name?---1 erbert Charles 3immons t  and I am 

a 'orestry 1.1Noreman in the employ of the 2o .reste Commis . ion  
stationed at ?,ubioon• 	I also live there. 

Do you come under the control of k,r. tire`?—Yes. 

az is officer in charge of the district?—That is right. 

':hat other officers were there at -Rubicon prior to the big fire on the 

loth?--I have only been thero under kr. Ure, 

ere there any other officers there beside yourself?---Mr. Brown was 

there before me• 

he in your p lace?---Yes. 

as he a forest foreman?---I could not say whether he was a For manor 

not, but he was stationed at 1?ubioon. 

Where is he now?---I could not say. I think he is working for the 

2orests Commission. 

Was there any other officer stationed with you?---No. 

where was your nearest nidrakkanz of finer, Taggerty?----Yes. 

	

That is 	himselt--ies. 

Did. you have any men under your control at 'Rubicon`?---=1t times. 
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Under what eirowlatanees ,Nrould yeu get men up there?--For ()leaning 

breaks and doing work about the forest. 

Who would you ap1,-.>ly to to get th.em--eir. Ure. 

I suppose you would have to apply for men when it one to fire-fighting?----

Yes. 	I generally have two or three men up there, and I 

used to get they. 	If I want ed more I would ring 1.e.r. Ure. 

Who were those men?---They were working on the roads for the :Forests 

Ocomission. 

Sub jeot to your supe - ior officers, 61c1 you have control of tho whole of 

the areas covered by the seven Clark & 20e-rue Mills and 

the Brown & Cecil kills?---Yes. 

How long had you been there in that position?--Only 3 years. 

iVhere had you been before that ?--I was at kurrindincli on the Black Range. 

In the same kind of position?---110. 

What were you there?---I was praetioalLy a laboulper and a fire band. in 

the fire seas on. 

How long had you been in that position?---About 3 years. 

V.'hat had you been before tint?--I was with the S.T.C. at Murrindindi 

as an assistant patrolman. 

Had you been in the bush all your life;---ereetioe. 	I had done 

mill work before I went to the S.13 C. 

What kind. of mill work?•--erae 	y all sorts; in the mill and in the 

bush. 

Sawyer?--lio, I did not do any sawing. 

Gut ting?---.Loa 1 J. ing, 

Dosing the lest 6 years, you have actually been concerned. with forest 

practice?--Yes. 

I tel:e it ycu had no theoretical t .raining?--No, none at all. 

Were you at the fire on the 7th January?----Yes, I W AS the first one 

there. on the ?that 

that time did you get there on the 7th?--I would not be sure of the 

time, but I think somewhere about 6 or half past. 
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When did you first hear of the fire?---The 	brought word there 

was a fire. We heard a crack of thunder and I reckon it 

was tan minutes or a quarter of an hour after that that 

the S.J.G. men told. me. 

You heard some evidence given at the inquest the other day, tc n.e 

effect the stroke of Lightning was somewhere about 4.30 

or 5 ?---I do not think it would be that early. 

Do you remember Bruce Finlay saying that?---Yes, I fancy I do. He was 

playing cricket at Thornton. 

Was thet right?---I do not think it would be that early, because we were 

having tea at the time, and we would not be having tea at 

half past four. 

You mean at the time you heard it?---At the time I heard the clap of 

thunder. 

How do you know it was the same clap?---I do not know it was. 

I think it was suggested the inquest, it was somewhere about 5 

o'clock he saw the fire?---Yes. 

1,re you quite sure it was not until half past 6 or so that you got there? ,---

I should reckon it was about that time. We had tea and 

Game out with the S.E.O.men. It would not take him 

long to drive about 2i miles. 

Did you leave straight away?---Yes, we got the horses and went 

straight to it. 

When he saw you, did he tell you it locked pretty serious, that it 

might spread?---No, he did not think it was serious. 

Who went along with you?---Mr. west. 

Is he a forest man?---He is one of the men who got burnt at No.3. 

He was not in the employ of the Forests Qcmmission?---Yes. 

What as?---He was in charge of a gang of men on the road job. 

Where did you pick him up?---He was at my place having tee. 

Did you take anybody else besides Mr. West`?---No, only the two of us went. 

When you got there, what did you find?--- ,We did not notice at the start 

that the tree had bean struek by lightning. of course, 

all we wanted to do vies to stop the fire. 

How big was it?---It would be only LD or 12 yards across when we got there. 
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What ad you do when you went along and found that it was only 10 or 12 

yards?---We put a break round it. 

Just the two of yeu?---No y  there were 6 or 8 3.E.O e  men who walked upo 

We had ridden the horses up a certain distance and then 

walked the rest. 

By the time you got the break around_ it, what time would it be?---It 

might have been half past ninr or ten o ,clook; it might 

have been Later. 

When you got, the break around ita what did you do?---The S.T.L. men 

reckoned it could be quite all right for them to go home* 

had it etopeed, and it was only a matter of the logs and 

tha trees burning. We reokoned it was quite safe. 

Did you go home?---No, we stopeed there until half past two. We ran out 

of drinking water and thee3 alas none handy to put the logs 

aut. et half past two we decided we would go home and 

bring some water bank with the pumps,' 

When you left for this fi•e.did you have any equipment?---Yes. 

What did you have?---Rakes and fern hooks. 

Did you have any have-sack serinklers?---We did not he ties with us 

when we went, 

where would they b47---at my place at Rubicone 

That was where yeau were having tea? ,- Yelp bextemerAa&xameemmimmeacxxxxwM 

You could have taken them:— les. but we had no water. If you understand. 

it is not muoh good taking a haveesaek to put the fire out, 

It is right enough h to pnt the wogs and stumps out afterwards. 

I appreciate that. I am not suggesting it would be of any use; but 

perhaps would it not be of some use When the fire was aaall, 

to put out the logs?---Yes, but there was no water handy. 

It was on top oL 	Blue Ruage, and to ny knowledge there 

was no water under one and a half miles. 

How many haversaok sprinklers did you have available;----here must have 

been six or eight. 

Would it boa impossible to fill them and carry them up with you?---It would 
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not be, but the quicker you get there to put a break around 

it, the better. 

It would not have taken long to fill them up?---No, but it would have 

taken a Long while to carry them up. There are four 

gallons in them and it is steep oou4tT7. 

You thought you had it under control at half past nine?---We did have 

it stoppede 

You mean it was not spreading?---No. We had it absolutely safe. 

You thought you had it safe?---We evidently thought we had it safe. 

What did you do the rest of the night?---We patrolled around* We 

stopped there because it was very steep, and occasionally 

a log would burn through, start a stone rolling, knock coals 

on to the bottom side and start up. However, it was really 

nothing on the bottom side because we could hold it. 

Was it on a steep slope?---Yes, Very steep. 

How many of you stayed ?---Jack west and myself stopped there, 

Did you •tay there all night?---Until half past two. 

What was the position then?---She was pretty good. The logs had burnt 

down, and we reckoned it was safe to leave it* 

what was the next thing you heard about?---We went home, got the pumps 

and came practically straight back. We had something to 

Oat, gave our horses a feed and went back again. 

What time did you get back?---We left to go back at kalf past four. 

What time did you get there?---It might have been 6 o'clock or perhaps 

a little after. 

Was West still with you?---Yes. 

Anybody else?---Nork only the two of us. 

Did you take water with you that time?---Yes, two tanks. 

Two of these haversacks?----Yes. 

Did you think those two would help you put it out?---We thought so. 

Why did you not take them before?---We did not think they would be 

necessary. 

What did you find when you dot up there in the morning?---It had got 

away on the bottom side but it was not serious. 
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Did you know of that before you left?---No. 

What did you do with it when you got out there?---We put another break 

around it. 

Just the two of you?---Yes. 

That would be a bit of a job for two of you?---No, it was a very small 

ar ea . 

What did you do after that? We put a break around the fire and Jack 

West said to me "I think I will gomareund the top and see 

how it is going on the top." The wind had got a bit 

stronger from the north* He came back and said it was 

quite all right. We were watching the bottom where the 

stones were rolling down and knocking the charcoal down. 

He went away a second time, and he sang out to me. 

We got up there and found she had got away on us. 

About what time would that be?---I should reckon it was about 9 o'olock. 

Do you think if you had more men that it would have got away from you?----

No. I reckon if we had more men we might possibly have 

stopped.it. It was very rocky and stony, and under ordinary 

circumstances we would have been quite all right* The 

stony nature of the ground made it impossible to break it 

cleanly. 

Suppose you had wanted more men at that time of the night, when yon went 

up the second time. Where would you have got them?---I 

suppose I could have got them from Rabieon AA That would 

have been the nearest. 

You seem to have some doubt about that. What would have been your 

difficulty, taking men out at that time of the night to 

fight fires: Do you find they are not very keen?---I do 

not blame them for that, I suppose. 

Would they get paid for it?---I think the 6.13.0.41 pays the*. 

What about the ;forests Commission`?---I could not say. I do not think so. 

We heard some evidence the other day that arrangements ate made to pay 

men who are brought in like that to fight fires. Halle you 

ever heard about that? 	"es, I think they all get paid* 
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Do you think they get paid. by the Forests Commissione---eny that the 

Forests Commission put on, they pay. 

Supposing you had gone along and asked these resit° leave their beds 

and fight it. Do you think they would have been paid?--- 

I do not think the 3.6.0. men would have been. 

Do you, yourself, remember ever arranging to pay men to fight fires?---eio. 

I have never had occasion to put them on myself. 

Not in your six years, eith the Forests Gommissione--I hr  no been 

6 years in the position Ism in now.. 

Not in the three years you have been foreman?---No, we have had no 

serious fires during that time until this one. 

Are you supposed. to be on duty all the time and get out at any time 

o f the night 2--Yes 

Do you get paid overtime for that?---No. 

Do you know if you are supposed to?--•I do not think so. 	1 -Phel  

Have you ever worried about it?---It is no good. worrying about it g 

What about west, would he be paid overtime?---Yes. 

You are wit() sure that is the position, even men in the porests 

Commission employ are paid overtime when they ateeasked 

to stay up all night to fight a fire?--Yes, other than 

staff men and foremen. 

you quite sure that is so, or are you only guessing?---No, I as 

pretty sure. 

When the fire got away from you, what happened next?----We practically 

worked ourselves to a standstill to try and stop it, bat it 

beat us. I thought the best thins to do was to come down 

and get more men. When I came down I met Der. Ure and Vir e  

KeneendrewF1 at t, foot of the hill. Mr.Andrews and I 

went back. again, and lereilre went away and got more men. 

Where did he get than from?—trom Taggerty, I think. 

Did he ring ue, from the Rubioon?---He had a truck, and I think he 

went down e;ith the truek to get tb.eme 
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,that time did he get back with those other men?---I really could not 

say. I think two or three of them came about dinner time 

o-r a little after. 

Do you know when it was the trick got back?---I do not know; I was 

up on top* 

'Aare you there the whole of the 8th January?---I was there from about 

6 o "clock Saturday night until about '7 o 'clock Sunday 

night to the best of my recollection* 

What were you doing?---Fighting the fires. 

Llow were you fighting them?--With rakes. Raking a break around it. 

Of course there was no scrub of undergrowth. It was 

practically only the leax(es on the ground., because we had 

burnt a boundary break right around., the year before, and 

it was practically on that burn where the tree got struck. 

Even though the fire got away from you at that time, was it ver'y 

serious on the Sunday?--No, it was not very serious, but 

with the wind it was moving along* 

Did you get it under control either that day or the next day?---No. 

What was the wind condition that day?.—•It was7pretty strong north 

wind. 

What is your view, was it that fire that burnt through the Rubicon 

Forest?---I should. not think so. I think it was the 

fire the.t came over from the Catheeral way. Of course, 

I should say the y joined up at No.2 bush. 

On what dat e, th e Xth?--On the Tuesday. 
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On what do you base that opinion, from what you saw or what you have 

been told?---Fron what I saw myself. 

The fire that you have describei as the lightning fire reached. the No.2 

mill. bush on the Tuesday, and tie other fire from the Cathedral 

Range reached there about the same time; are you sure of 

that?---I could not be sure of that. We had. nothing to 

to with the other fire as we were on the lightning fire 

on the Sunday night . 

You, communicated with a number of men,i  of the managers at the mills, 

and suggested that some of than should ;get out?---Yea, I 

spoke to Jet.. Tait at 1.“1.1 mill and MT. ZI,inis at No.2 mill, 

on the Monday. They came down in front of our fire to put 

a break in, from the Rubicon area. They had walked right 

around it and came back to the Tin Hut. I told mr.Talt 

that I thought it would. be  a good idea to get the -trumen and 

children off the mills and out of tI way on the mond_ay. 

That referred to the 	and Yo.2 mills. 

Bid. you find. any difficulty in communicating with the men at the mills, 

or to get thee out?---.We aid not th:Enk things were going 

to be as serious as they were. Up to the time when the 

fire came over the Blue Range, we were holding our fire in 

cheek. 

Vihen was it you first knew about the are claming over the Blue Range?-- 

Not until it came over; on the Tuesday, about 4.30 p.m. 

(Luncheon d ou rnm e n t ) 

ON R3SUMING AT 2.15 

MR. GOWieNS: When fighting this fire between the 7th of January and the 

10th of January, did. you burn breaks?---No, we did. not. 

Would it have been of any value to have burnt breaks?---Absolutely no 

value at all. 

Or to burn back into the fire?--ilot until. Tuesday morning, when we 

burnt breaks on the southern side of it. 

Were there any breaks in the way of the fire, or any out from which you 

could have burnt back?-- -Yes, but the Eire started. not a 
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great distance away from the main break on 'Ws Blue Range. 

It got over that break before we realised it had* 

When did it get over that break?---Some time on the Sunday. 

You cannot remember at what time it was'i---No, but I went home about 

7 p.m. on Sunday* 

Would it nave been feasible to burn back into it from that break?---I do 

not think so, with the wind that was blowing 

You can burn back into a fire against the wind ,  can you not?---You can t 

 with the weather conditions in your favour, and then it would 

be quite all. right. 

What weather conditions do you want?---.You want a strong north wind. 

2v en when you have a strong north wind against you, if the fire is 

caning towards you and has sufficient heat to create a 

yeetinl^ 	draught, you can burn back?---Yes, but you 

would want a terribly wide break* The fire runs up the 

messmate trees very quickly, and it would depend on the ooantry 

you are in* 

What was the width of the break you were in; I refer to the main break 

about which you have spoken?---About 18 feet or 26 feet. 

Was it your view that the break was not sufficiently wide to take that 

action, in the oiroumstances?---I reckoned it would want to 

be half a mile wide, then. 

Were there any other breaks from which you could have burnt back?---None 

at all. 

Was the main break running east and west?---No, it would be pretty well 

north and south, along the main Blue Range. 

Does it ma along or across?--•It is east and west at the northern, end, 

and it then tarns to the south. 

Where did the fire cross the break, where it is running east and west or 

where it is running north and south?---I should reckon it 

crossed where the break was running east and west. 

If you had had a wider break at that point, you could have burnt back?---- 

I do not think so under the conditions. 

Where is the ne,t break running east and west in the path of that fire3aues 

— that would be the next break to the south?---It is a long 

wall back, alon2 3Le phant's Spur. 
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Would it nave helped you to have had another break running east and west 

further back?--You can only build breaks on country that 

is suitable for them. It is no use building a break on the 

side of a hill, where the trees would burn down and ao-oss 

the break. You must have the breaks on top of the spurs. 

Were there any suitable spurs on which breaks could have been made?-- 

There were breaks on every suitable spur. 

Were there any suitable spurs south of that break. where another break could 

have been constructed?—There were breaks to the south. 

Were they running east and west?--I eculd not tell you exactly which 

way they were running, but I should imagine they would be 

in that direction. 

You know where all the breaks are in your area, do you not?---yes, I 

have a lot of than, but I could. not tell exactly in which 

direction they are running. 

From whom do you take your orders when you receive orders?---Mr. Ure. 

I did. not put in any breaks myself; they were all there 

before I came on to the Rubicon. 

1'he main control of that area, from the point of view of cutting breaks, 

would. be  in Mr. Ure's hands?--I think before Mr. Ure came 

there all. the breaks were out. 

If 111'4'. Ure thought a break chouId be out anywhere in that area, he would 

make the decision, not you?---Yes. 

In whose hands would lie the control of the mill owners in the Rubicon 

forest, from the point of view of burning off?--In Mr. 

Ure's hands. 

Worald you never give a direction to the mill owners without consulting 

Mr. iirey---No„ 
Jther 

Would you never tell them /hey should burn off or they should. not burn 

off?--Only around their mills. 3ometiztes I took it on 

my own, when I thought it was necessery to clear and burn off 

around a mill area, to have the scrub out and burnt. 

That is the scrub right up against the mill sit es?---Around the various 
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Whose responsibility it it to see that the heads are burnt off in the 

cutting areas. is it your responsibility, or the 

re sp ons ibi 	of Mr* Ure?---I should say Mr. Ure. 

Have you any doubt about that?--.1 know I have no authority to order 

than to burn off* 

You. are quite satisfied about that?--Yes* 

May we take it that during the three years you we e there, you would 

not regard. it as your responsibility to tell thin to burn 

off the heads ot tops unless Mr* tfre told you to?---No* 

What instruction did. you receive last year from mr. Ure in connection 

with the burning of tops?--I did. not get any instraetion 

at all* 

When did you. last get any insitrantio4 from lir. lire about burning the tops 

in the 'Rabicon area?---I did not get any from him at all. • 

Not in the other years that you were in that areaTe---Loe 

Can we take it that you have said that you have never given orders, or 

instruations,of hat e nelt suggested to will owners anything 

about th at burning of f pf hea ?.---Th e y have suggested that 

they would burn off, and., as far 4.z I was concerned, I gave 

them my permission* An long as they saw jr. Ure and got 

his permission, it was all right* Mr. Love burnt off 

around the lioe4 and lio*5 

Did. you always tell them that they waald have to see vire Ure to get his 

peemission?---kr* Ure is the Teen s, otertainly* 

Did you always tell then that?----they knew that, without my telling the*. 

May we take it that you did not tell them?---No, I did not. 

You have heard some of the evidence this morning as to the condition in 

some of the,  areas in relation to tops for the last two or 
■ 

three years. Do you Cr do you not agree with that 

evidencse?---In what way* 

Were the tops cut down and. allowed to lie there for periods of a year 

or two years?--Not a great many of theme 

Some of them?'--esi think Brown and. Cecil's mill is t eee only mill that 

has not had a fire within the Last three years* 

Brown and Oeoil's mill did not have a fire?---lio* 
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You have been up there and seen to a?..ound the mill?---yes. 

Did. you consider it was not necessary to burn them, or did. you think it 

was not your responsibility?—It was not my responsibility, 

I aid not reckon 

iid. you form any opinion as to whether or not it was necessary?-----I 

reckoned it would. be  all the better if they burnt straight 

after they felled, as soon as they had finished a patch. 

Did. you think it desirable to report to Mr. Ure that that was your 

opinion?—lio, I did note 

Did Mr. Ure visit with you the areas referred_ to around Brown and Cecil's 

cutting area?---Yes„ I have been thrieugh there with him& 

Did. you hear him giving any instructions about burning at Brown and Cecil's 

cutting area?---No., I have heard him give instructions in 

other places, but not actually at Brown and Cecil's mine 

Where did. you think the tops were worst in the whole of the Teebioon 

I should. say at Brown and Coati's mill. They had more tops 

than anywhere else, because the others had been burnt. 

It was wool ly butt country, was it not ?---Yes 

It was fairly thinly timbered?---Yes, very sparsely tire -bored, very poor 

bush. 

Leaving Brower and. Cecil's area at present, where were the other places at 

which yen saw tops lying about?---Out at Noel mill there 

were a fair number of tops,, but the winch was right amongst 

them. whey would have burned but they reckoned it =Reid 

not be safes th.et they mighi:. have burnt the winch and the 

fire mught have got away from theme 

How long was it since there had been a burn around that area?- There 

was a fire there last year. 

Was it burnt theee?--Yese 

et what time last year?..--I think it was in Deuembere 

Do you mean December, 1937 – the year before lest?—Yes, I fancy so, 

but I am not sure of the date. 

Was it an accidental fire?---It was supposed to have been accidental. 

Hay e you any doubt about it ?•-----I do not knew,. and I would not like to say. 
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Did you make any enquiries?---;Yes, but I got nowhere. 

You had a pretty good idea that some of the men thought it would be 

safer if they burnt off the headsi -  scrub and so on, stuff 

that is out and left lying aboutesi I suppose it would 

have been safer* 

Do not you think the men thought that too?---They never said it to me. 

Did you have any opinion about it?---Naturally I thought it would be 

safer if they burnt* 

Nby did not you do something about it, either in the way of a report to 

in Ure, or doing what you could yourself?'---I thought it 

vas the mill managerls place to as Mr. Ure himself when 

he was up there. He was pp there pretty often* 

That is what I thought may be the answer. Year view was it was the 

responsibility of the mill owners or the mill managers?---

The mill managers. 

Have you ever heard of the mill owners being notified in writing to 

burn off?---No, not of late years. 

Not in the three years that you have been in the nubicon?---No* 

You had heard of it being done before you were there?---When I was at 

the various mills myself, we used to get orders every year 

to burn our heads& 

That practice hat been changed in the last few years?---I have only been 

here for the last three years, and I have had no orders to 

notify the mill owners or managers. 

Do you ...member an occasion when employes of the State Electricity 

Commission wanted to burn back and spoke to you about it ?--- 

140, I do not. 

You cannot remember such an occasion?---Not State Slectrieity Commission men. 

THE COMMISnICH3R: Who was it?---Nobody that I know of. 

MR. GOWIZS: You said "Not State :aeotticity Commission men"; were you 

thinkink of anybody else? 

MR. LAWRSNCS: neee is a difference in the nature of the question asked. 

Mr. Gowans meant to say "burn off" not "burn back" 

MR. GOWnN6; I shall ask the question again. Do you remember an occasion 

when some State electricity Commission men asked you for 

permission to burn off?---no, I eannop e  
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Do you remember any occasion when they asked for pemission to burn 

heads or scrub lying about?--Whether it was last year oh 

the year before I cannot recollect, but we burnt a lot f 
to 

the scrub. 	ghat was taken on/the break along the channel 

beyond. Skinner's old. mill, with h the at at e 3leatricity 00111111-- 

ission; I do not know if that is the year you refer to 

You did burn it on that occasion?---We burnt it* 

I am referring to an toccasion when State Electricity Commission men 

asked peraission from you to burn off s  and you refused it. 

Do you remember any such occasion?---Noe 

Were there any occasions when you asked Mr. Ure for permission to burn 

eigher heads or tops and it was refused.?--e-No. 

Was there any occasion on which you asked for permission from Mr. Ure 

to burr heads and tops *  or burn off?---That is practically 

the same question s  is it not? 

No, the first time I asked if you remembered an oeeasion elhen it was 

refused., and now I ask do you remember asking him at all?--- 

Eo* 

Did. you get any instructions from anybody in tbv Forests Commission with 

regard. to your duties and what they were *  about permitting 

burning off or the burning of heads or tops?--No s  I always 

referred thee to fir. Tjre. 

You were up he km as tha man in charge of this forest, from the Forests 

Commission point of view, and subject to the control of the 

District C ffic er *  but you had no instructions at all about 

it?--Not about burning off no* 

Or burning anything?----Around the mills *  it was a regular thing ):01‘ them 

to out the scrub and burn it off, :tor the dafety of the mills , 

and. people around. there, but not the heads out in the bush* 

MR. LeWICANCE; Did you. ever receive instructions from M7.'• Ure tba t you 

were not to allow any mill owners or bush bosses to burn 

other than during the fire seas on?---No • 

You were never told_ th.at you were to instru.ct mill owners that they 
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were not to burn?---Noe 

Did yoa on any oecasion„ on your own part, assist a mill owner or a bush 

boss to burn?---No z yes, on one occasion, with Mr. Boyoei, 

but around -Wee mill only. We tried to burn it, but we could 

not burn it at the beginning of the sumer* 

Were yaa present this morning?---Yese 

Did not you hear the evidence given by one man that you did assist him 

to burn?---No, there was no evidence like that. Mr. Sims 

gave it at the inquest that he tried to burn off around the 

mill, but that he could not do it as it was too damp. It 

was never burnt around the mill. He had the blackberries 

and so -lib out s  but he did not go on with it. 

'levee* on any occasion did you aoeist e bush boss or mill employe to burn 

off heads in the bin-111?-41ot to my knowleagee 

yea de net remember that ?---No 0 

Did you over do it of your own feee will? Did you ever put a match under 

mill heads end burn off 	not mill heads, We have 

cleared up our own breaks, but never interfered in the 

fallen areas* 

Did you ever carry out ary pat ch burning operations in the nnbicon?e--- 

lio Mr. Fit zroy did that . 

You heve never done it youree If ?---Yo. 

4ere you ever with Mr,, Fitzroy when he did it?-–We did a Little along a 

breek, nhere the lightning fire started last year. we burnt 

off a break thecugh from the Tinbicon road practically to 

Ohitt 	mill and the Little River. 

What distance would that 	have never been through to it, but I 

ehould say five to six IniIes. 
J. ■ 

Was that a continues strip of burnt c°un%ey for that di st anc e?--- Lt safe e 

places it went for chains up the hill, but at other places 

it did not. It all depends on the nature of the ground, 
-.• J- ■ 

on the ,an de rgrowth s  ferns, scrub and so on. 

what would be the namimum width of the barn?---From what I have seen of 

it, I should say too or three ehains* 

What would be the average width over the five or six miles`?---I could not 
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say, because I was not at the other end. 	I should reckon 

that at the other end it was half a mile or a mile wide. 

The five got away and went right up to the top. 

In what month was that burn carried ont?---.et the end of October, 1937. 

You have be en th rough the Rubicon count Ty since the last fire?---Only 

one dart of it. 

Were you anywhere along that burnt strip?--Yes, I was up there with the 

detectives when they took a photograph of the tree that was 

struck by light ning. 

On your observations, to what extent did that burnt strip assist in 

either cheoking the fire or reducing its intensity at that 

spot?--- Theee is no defforenee, from what I could see. 

'"That do you mean?---It is just the same as if it had not been there. 

Your observation was that the ieernt strip he.e. in no way checked the fire 

or reduced its intensity's—eat may have reduced its intensity, 

but it never stopped. the fire. 	he 	cent over it, just 

the sane. 

yeR„ GOWAN.tei Is r. .Pit troy an assist ant with you, or was he a ,Forestry 

Officer in another district ?---eie -svas praotioally a leading 

hand ffor the eoresta ()omission* 

That is a lower rank than yours, as foreman1 .--Yese 

He would nib',; do any burning in your area without eaking Lo you about 

it?--When he got his orders £rom Mr. ure, I would let him. 

It was not done through me• 

Would he not let you know?--Naturally, I would know he was doing it. 

But you wouldbe satisfied if he told you that Mre ure told him to do it?---

Yes. 

You told. us you never interfered with the mill prople so far as the 

question of burning is concerned. Is tnat what you. really 

meant to say. Have you never interfered. with 4he mill. 

bosses on the question of burning off heads?--ihey took 

it on their own to burn. 

In your vieel, your honest view was that it was not your job to sae that 

it was doneYee---lio, certainly not. 

end they could leave the heads there, or not leave them there, as they 

thought fit, and take the responsibility?---yes, they were 
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under a eettain amount of responsibility if they burned in 

there,. They were supposed to be responsible, to look after 

it, and not to let it get away. From what I eould see, they 

would light it, but ir it got away, it was a accident; but if 

it did not get away, it was quite all eight, they lit it. 

Were you not in charge to see that the forest reyulatiens were carried 

out?.--That was not a forest regulation, a far as I knew* 

Did not you consider tit your job to see that the conditions in their 

licences and in the Regulations in general were carried out 

in your area?---No, it was not my ;lob to do that. 

Have you any special area e--ea have all the mills - the eight mills in 

the district - to look over and report anything I thought 

was not rights 

That being so, why did not you report the fact that some of the heads 

were not burnt off when you thought they might be a danger?----

There were none of the heads - they were always miles out 

from the mill. 

I thought you told us before you did really consider them a danee3re--- 

Not exactly a danger,but I reckoned they would be all the 

better burnt Up* 

Did not you consider you should have reoortee that?----No, i did not think 

it was my places 

Do you think it was nowe ----No 

TEED °OMISSION/R: Did another offiaer superior to j-u se ,J that condition 

oe affairs?--d-yes, 

You, knew he had seen it?---Yes, he used to come up with me occasionally, 

and we would_ go around the mil's: There was practically 

only Brown and Cecil's mill that had not had the heads burnt,  

except Noel mill. They had a big fire out there previously, 

but there we  a numbe- of heads around their winch. 

MR. GOWANS: Taking the situation around the 	mill winch, the reason 

why the heads were not but there was that it may have 

endangeeed the wineh?---eortainly. 

Did not you consider it might have been an even greater thin e  or to the 
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forest in general if those heads were not burnt?•--I could 

not say anything about that 

Did you think that you were qualified to for an opihion as to whether 

or not it was proper to burn those heads': -I supose there 

was nothing to stop ma having an opinion about it. 

Do you think you could form a good opinion about it?---I do not know 

Whether I did or not. 
I ask whether you have any doubt but your own qualifications?---I an 

only a foreman, not a staff man. 

I accept that answer: that is the view you took, that you were only a 

foreman and not a forestry officer?---No* 

1ML 001f&ISIONIIR: what were your duties?---10 sea that they did. not 

waste any timber at th mills, to see that they cut out their 

bush properly and aid not leave any trees in their area. 

My duty was just Zo go over their bush and to bring them baok 

to fell trees that I thought good enough to go into the mill. 

MR. nalSO: You said that  if a fio,-e got away, they would oay they did 

not light it; but if it aid not get away, they would own 

up to having lit it?---I only surmise nitte 

AM I to gather from that that somutizees these fires did got away?---If 

they got away, vie went ewer and put thom out 

Is it a fact that fires did et away sometimes?-----They might have, and 

on such occasions We would have to go out with our Elan and 

put breaks around them* 

I was asking for lacts,from your knowledge. is it a Vial+, to your 

knowledge, that this burning of heads got uaay sometimes?--- 

No, not to my knowledge. 

Then why did you say that if they got away, they oculd say they did not 

ligh, theme- -Isurmise that 

Then the statement had no meaning at all. You have never known of a 

ease where the fire got away, at any rate?---What I meant 

was, if they asked permission from tho porests commission 

to burn, we would have to go out thero and see to it. But 

they die not, they used to light them. 
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You said that at a 1.:),15.cular place," for instanee, therewr. ,:.7 a burn of 

th e heads in the timber; was that an accidental burn?-- 

It was supposed. to be an accidental burn. 

Nobod.y would. admit lighting it?--No. 

"hat fire got away?--Yes . 

Why did you say you difi not know of a fire getting away, when that one 

oot away?—They had been burning th ct heads in December, 

and that was a bit late in the year* 

That was the question, whether, in fact, the Lighting, of the so called. 

burning of the heads was accidental. burning and not done 

deliberately to burn the heads. In that case, the bush 

caught on fire by mistake art. the heads were burned, is 

that correct?--It mil' t have. 

You are not prepared. to say, from your knowledge?---No, certainly not* 

C.10WAN3: Do you remember a gang Employed by the Porests Commission 

eutting scrub, I think by the aqueduct?---yes, 

When was that?---It must be over two years RiliCte they were there cutting 

that scrub* 

Was it in your time?.---Yes. 

Did you direct them t o do it?--No, a gang owe dap there, I suppose 

under Mr. Ure or Mr. Gerraty. It was at the beginning of 

my term here, or just after I came here. 

What happ ened to the scrub that was out, do you remember?--It was left 

lying on the ground. It was cut down flat and left 

lying there* It was all thrcyagh the young ash saplinc:,s 

that were thinned out. 

For how long was it left there?---Until the fire burnt it up. 

There is no doubt about the fact that that was a gang sent up by a 

forestry officer?—Yes, unemployed, men from Melbourne 

and local men frail. :11exandre. • 

laE WM:a; ,.-I.ADRSVI• 

(Continaed on page 603.) 
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AR3'HUR CiiRLYYL,-L^_  UR 	sworn and nined: 

20 MR. QOWA3: My full *ate is Shur Oarly^e Ure ani I am a forest 

officer employees by the corsets Commission and. situal;od 

at 1' aggerty. 

What is your particular rank"?- orester. My" 3i ut riot is i iagaroon, 

The whole of the lUagaroon district?---Yes. I incud3d Rubicon, 

Marysvilie and bhe Niagaroon Fanged 

vihat is the area of the distriot?----It oontaina approxiinataly 20(,000 

acres of State forest o I cannot $a,y the area of crown 

land because I have neye 	kern it out. 

Do Orcn ands come End' your control as well ----Only insofar as the 

timber on them is concerned. 

You. see tint nobody cuts t a t timber without pe x ission?--- that is 

correct. 

You have an as~i 3tant, a;lr. Thompson of Larbeth.Ong --YeE3. 

Is he your noxt in ovmraanr3 4̂ --To g  not exx^ot 1y. At the present time I 

have assistant at Tag ;erty named donee. He is next in 

commando 

How long has ha been there?- -.,He has been stationed.ther temporarily 

since just before (ihristruaass He was only sent to the 

district during the fire season; temporarily. 

You have a cadet forestry office' as well?--Yea, he is still there. 

He is stationed at ggerty^ 

You have a orat overseer, Mr. .ndrews, at Taggerty, too;--- Lvs. 

The next officers are foreman Gill of karyeviUs, Mr. Hauscr, foreman 

at Mr_rrindindi, Mr. Simmons, foremen at hiaonm They 

are she only officers you have in the district except a 

clerk at  Tagge ?ty?---That is correct. 

I under-stand that there. are 2000.000 acres of reserve forest in your 

district anI 188,000 acres of y,,rotected torsQt. 	That would 

be Crown sands. Would that be about rigb.t?----Yes, 

8o fiar as the Rubicon area is oonaerneu, the rain "imrnediate 	in charge 

is 	Simmons, the last witness?---"yes. 
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He would be under your control?---That is correct„ 

Row often would you be at the Rubioon area?---It depends entirely on the 

circumstances, and whether there a lot of men employed there. 

For instance, only recently, we had up to 50 relief workers 

there. I frequently have togo over and settle little 

disputes and things like that* On normal occasions, I would 

say that I visit there about once a fortnight to once in 

three weeks. 

When you went there you would see Yr. Simmons at the ti# hut?•--I rarely 

went there without seeing him. 

Do you make any tour of inspection of the district or would you go there 

for some specific purpose?---Usually for some specific 

purpose such as to inspect the mill winch. 

On whom would you rely for information as to whether that was needed 

or not?---lir. Simmons. 

Do you agree with him that in gen ,_ral it was not his duty to enforce 

forest regulations throughout that area?---Only up to a point. 

Mr. Simmons was inclined to refer to me for quite a number of 

things* 1Th.en he came in at night he would ring me up on 

the telephone and ask me for instructions about matters. 

I do not think you quite answered my question. Do you agree that it 

was not his duty in general to enforce forest regulations 

on his town initiative; was it his job to get in tauwh with lot 

yoU0nd report when a decision was made?---That is rather 

a difficult question. 

I take it that you should know what are the duties of your subordinate 

officers?---anerally„ I have looked on him to perform these 

duties; firstly, to beak afte7 the mill cutting areas 

and report any irregularities to me; secondly, to look 

after fire breaks and get in touch with me about anything 

that should be reeuired in the way of clearing them or 

affecting hmp -eavements. I may go over there today and see 
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a ceatain suction of it whereas he sees it perhaps three 

or four times in a month. 

Having heard his evidence go you now think that the vstem has broken 

down?---It appears Like that does it not? 

On the occasions when you went out, I suppose you would frequently go 

to where they were cutting and the winch was operatirg?---- 

Yes. 

When did you Last visit Brown and Oeeil's cutting area?---Approximately 

three to four months agog 

What do you think about the condition og the forest from the point of 

view of the heads and tops lying artund there?---I had seen 

worse places. One particular point about Brown and Cecil's 

area was that following the 1926 fires a large amount of 

taung,  woolly butt timber had come Up. We had frequently 

looked at it and spoken about it 	I have also spoken to 

Mr. Cecil about it and he was rether proud of this young 

timber in this area. It did not extend right out into the 

bush. As far as Brown and Cecil's area is concerned, it 

is getting up towards being one of the highest in the 

Rubicon* Thet is approximately; there was less scrub on 

it and in my opinion it was cleaner than most of the others* 

assuming that is a fact, did you consider that there were less heads 

on it?---It was patchy. In some places there was good 

straight timber wher almost every tree had a log in it. 

In other places there woulf be about one or two acres 

with practically nothing on them. It certainly gave you 

the opinion by the cleaner 2 lac es that the area was not 

as dirty as you would think. 

How long would you spend in the Gutting area at a place like Brown & 

Cecil's?---aometimes we would leave at C a.m. in the wintertime 

and get there about dinner time. We would look round for 

a couple of hours and. then come out again. 

The object was to view th a particular thing you had dome about?---Yes. 
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Did you ever make any remark to Mr. Simmons about those things?----Not 

that I can recall. 

Did you ever say anything to MT. Cecil about them?---No. 	I had been 

out there with Mr. Cocil t tooe 

Or to his manager?-.--.No. 

Did you regard it as your responsibility to eee that the heads were 

burned off regularly? ,.---Yon are now speaking about Cecil's* 

Yes?--Insofar as that particular area is concerned, it is more of less 

at the end of the Rubicon. Below it you come into the Big 

liver country, and practically no people ever go out there 

at all. From a fire protection point of view I never 

heard of ane -big fires coming from the south and T did not 

consider that there was much danger. 

You did not think it was a clang@ area?---No. 

Is it not the general policy, at at all events the peactice, of the 

Forests Commission ani its officees to see that the mill 

owners keep the forests clean?---Getting away from the 

Rubicon and speaking generally, when I go round the mills 

I generally have a talk with the miller or the manager ani 

matters like thl t are brought up. If we feel it is reason-

able to burn then, or if they require to do any burning, we 

arrange to do it there and then. 

So far as Brown Ceci l' s area is concerned  everyb ody seems to agree 

that it was fairly dirty with these heads and tops?---I would 

not say it was clean; I would not say it was particularly 

dirty. 

You have seen worse areaee-e-Yes. 

Where?---Doer in the Jtways. 

Did you take steps to see that they weee cleaned up?-e-Yeses I haws 

rarely sent out notices. 	I have always discussed the matter 

verbally with them. 

How long have you been up in the Taggerty area? 	came here in August 

1.936m 

Did you know the there was a practice here once of seeding; written 
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notices to mill owners to clean their property?---I cannot 

recall that I didknow that 	I have an idea that I did. 

se a notice in some old correspondence one day. 

Did you deliberately intend to change the practice or did. it cane as 

a surprise to you that such notices Vitir9 sent out?---No„ 

I just prefee to do it my owe way. In all applications, 

no matter what they may be, I always endeaVour to look into 

them myself if they are major matters concerning the 

district. I may not always do it but I generally do* 

rou would not regard the periodical burning off of heads as a major 

matter?--No, not generally in such sm 11 milling arceeee 

Is it not one of your conditions of licence that the ,ends have to be 

burned off periodically?-- as, I believe it is. 

I suppose that under those oirournstanoes you would. try to see tleet iv 

wee carrie 	 ld. you a while ago that I osme here 

in 1936. When you come into a new dixtrict you have to 

feel your way around for a while* eou do not know the 

local oonditioas Le the forest parts of the distriot, 	it 

was partiaularly wet in 1936. 	The following two years 

had been dry. 	I nevee reslly had a chance to judee 

things properlye 

was it your view that the eractice to ne adopted was to interfere as 

little as possible in the arrangeeeints?---Yesi that has been 

my general idea* 

Did. you get any inst mot ions abeat t hat ?---llot that I can remember* 

MR. 1413RRATr is your superior offieer7---Yes. 

Did you ever have a talk with him about this general practioeyeeeles, 

I had a talk with him about the Rubicon. Hie idea was 

that any burning that oeour•ed over there was to be 

oonfined and not to be allowed to get away into any young 

timber because the young timber might be damaged.. 

Was his idea, as you understood it, that there was to be as little 
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burning as possible for the sake of the young timber?---The 

only burning that was to be earried out was to be controlled 

burning. 

I understand that. 	Sven in the case of controlled burning, was there 

to be as little burning as possible in order to sus° the timber? 

?----Thet is (torn:ult. 	If it was to interfere with any 

young timber, it was ;:got to be done. 

It was thist understanding of yours that Lad to your requiring as little 

burning to be done in the Jabioon area as you could. 	I do 

not want to lead you into this.* I want you to form your 

own ide4s?--- i just do not get the point. 

You told me that your sad3rstanding from what Mv. Gerrsty has told you 

was thst then war to ce as little bushing as possible, even 

controiled burning, if it was going to affect that tilaber?--- 

Him idea as it was conveyed to we was that the burning was to 

be clone where it was in .cord with common sense. If there 

would be only a few saplings damaged, I would do it, but if 

there was to be a lot of saplings damages, I would not do it. 

Was it his view as far as yos understood it that the prime consideration 

was the preservation of the trees?---Ses, I thought that was 

his view 

Asel that cleaning up the forest was a secondary considarstion?---I do not 

know whether. I should say whet he wanted. 

I only want your idea?--he wanted to conserve soil ackirfrisnexmoisturee  

Being north cf the Siviaing 'songs and subject to hot northerly 

winds for a long period of the year, he eonsidered that the 

ground world eventually ary up if it wts subjected to these 

winds, and therefore it was better to preserve all the 

cover poseible. 

Do you remsmbee the last occasion upon which you told a mill boss of 

anybody eonheeted with the mills that they had to burn off 

their headsSi--- ,The last oueasion on which I spoke to anyone 

about any burning was when I spoke to ont of the witnesses 
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here this morning, Mr. Callinan. That was in connection 

with burning around the mill itself. 

einen was that?---as near as I can recollect, it was some time in November 

last . 

Before or aft er the proclaimed period?--I have an idea it was just about Aim 

the time the proclamation came in. 	I remember that I told 

him he was to be very careful.. He pointed out the location - 

I knew where the mill was - and said that he always had diffice. 

ulty in getting a burn. I said that providing he left it 

until night time and watched it I had no objection to him 

doing it 0 

Did you find. Mr. Callinan to be a careful man in that respecta---Yes, I 

hav e never had anything against hip. 

Can you remember the previous occasion when you spoke to anybody about 

burning?----'That is rather a difficult question because I 

have often spoken to people. I can :remember that I met 

Mr. Callinan over at the Rubicon one day. I remember that 

on one occasion i spoke to the Construction manager for 

Ruoak Timbers, Mr. Cherry, and told him that I had no 

objection to his burning off around his winches providing 

he took reasonable iireeautions not to let the fire get 

away. 	That was in the correct time of tau :year, you 

understand. that. 

I quite appreciate that. I think you said you had no objection to 

this burning; is that so?---That is correct. Fie was 

talking about a specific instqnce. We were near the winch 

when it was discussed and tnat is how it came up. 

Did. you know or did. you feel that the mill bosses - the managers - weed 

relying upon you people to tell them when to burn?--I am 

afraid that I did not. 

V‘ie have had evidence during the last eoupla of days that somewhat 

suggests that. Is that eomething new to you?--yee. 

you consider that there 24 mills under my control - you 

are speaking about the Rubicon now 
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YES S40--(ea was not altogether at the pulse of everything that was going 

on. Sometime I might go to one mill twice a month and I 

might not see the other chap for two or three months* 

It all depends on the eireumstances. If it was in the 

middle of winter, probably they never mentioned fires and 

if you get in there cold, you might forget about it, too, 

It woud be the last thing you would be thinking about?---You get the 

two extremes in the Rubicon* 

Leaving the Rabieon, you say you had 24 mills under your control* c ow 

many of them had dug-outs at the beginning of this year?x 

You ean speak remghly about it?----.ill the Rubicon mills 

and about four others. 

One dozen altogether? --Yes, approximately one dozen* 

The remainder dig:_ not?---That is so. 

Have you had any instructions from any superior officers as to the 

dug-outs being put in?---No, the only instructions I have 

ever received have been contained in allotment letters to 

millers and in a general way I suppose I should say that 

they have been (tarried oat* insofar as the mills out of 

tha 7:eabicon area are concerned, until now at any rate 

have not seen any real danger* 

Do you remember your assistant, Mr. Thompson, ever drawing your 

attention to the fact that a number of mills in the 

Uarysville area did not have dug-outs and saying that he 

thought teey should have them?-- cannot honestly say 

that I can remember that. 

He seems to have recollected having some conversation, perhaps not 

in an official way, in an informal way, to that effect?--- 

I am afraid that I cannot remember it. 

Do you control Mat Lock, too?---Po. 

What district is that in?-----Woods point* 

What is your view now - that dug-outs should be the rule rather than the 

exception, I suppose?---I have never had any experience 
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in them. When I was at l3o.2 mill at Rubicon and was 

trapped, I took to the darn eo- preference. 

The d.am was not very far away?—No. 

I suppose everybody would take to the dam in those Sircunastanees. 	It 

would be cooler than in the due-out but th ey have not all 

got dams?-11o. 

Can you suggest any alternative to dug-out 	places  where the mills 

were °lois to the road - I can instance Branfieldrs mill 

near Buxton when the fire was approaching, a number of 

9.7rs rev() always there. 	They never hesitated. 	They just 

Put the women and children in and rushed to the road and 

down to the hotel. 	Exeept in this one particular case, I 

consider that is the best way. 

Do Feiglanrs No.l. and Nos2 mills come under your contral?---Yes. 

In which one of those mills did. the Kersiakes live?---Approximately 

half way in between in a little house in the side of the 

roadside. Kerslake was an employe at No.2 mill which is 

at the Warburton end.. 

That is off the road?--Yes, roughly half a mile off the road and 

connected by our road to that road. 

Rave you seen the dup.-out there?---11o, I have not. 

You cannot express any opinion as to whether the Kerslakes were reason-

able in not going let into t he dug-out ?--The wife of 2,;:ers lake 

was living on the road. I do not know the full story bit 

they were living in the house down on the 2ioheron way. 

OOMMISSIONO: I suppose the road is all right it it leads you to 

some township or cleared space of safety?---yes. 

If it was a last minute attempt to get to safety, was not the road a 

danger spot?--It is in some instances. It really depends 

on tie circumstances of the individual. eases. 

O f course, it depends on the road and the .mount of timber that there 

is about it?--Yes, the point is that some of those millers 

do not want any delay in getting their timber out 
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7 
so they keep an eye on these trees at the side of the road. 

If any are dangerous, they are frequently felled. On the 

other hand some millers are not particular about that sort 

ot thing at all. 

MR. GOWNS: Can you tell me whether it is the practice to pay volunteers 

when they are brought in to tight fires?---It definitely is 

not the praatioe unless we specially engage them to do it. 

Supposing you get a man oat of bed and ask him to come along and give 

you a hand in the fires„ would you regard that as an 

engagement?---Yes, I would. I would have specially asked 

him to do it. 

You do not mean that he would not be paid unless. he stipulates that he 

should be paid?---That is only up to a points If I called 

for volunteers I would consider that was a different matter 

to when people offer their services. If you call on 

someone, it is more or less an engagements 	That is how I 

have always regarded it. 

What about your own men; do they get paid overtime when they are kept 

on all night fighting fires?---Yes, our employees are 

working under the Workers' Union Award. 

You are quite definite that they are paid overtime?---I am certain of it. 

Would you handle that part of it 	I do 

That about your equipment; do you regard it as adequate to fight fires?--- 

I have always had what I consider to be sufficient* In 

certain areas you cannot akel a Lot of men in and it would 

be useless to have a lot of mast equipment,. 	I have aixays. 

received every assistance from the Commission when I  have 

asked for anything. irerything essential has been 

forwarded to me immediately. 

Do you always hale plenty of haversack sprinklers?---Yes. Of course, 

they are limited in their pse. 
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They are only good for putting things out?---They will not stop a fire. 

You have plenty of then 2...r that purpose?---Yes, I hair e never bean 

aet -i.n9lIy short of then. 	6cmetimes we have lost a few and 

the numbe --  has been depleted for a. day or two until I can 

get mores but generally speaking I have had plenty of them. 

Do you. find difficulty in comminicatiLg with men in the forest when 

they are fighting fires?-7—Just prior to the occurence of these 

fires we were getting a reasonably good. telephone system 

into our 1:3 La3 k 2ange areas. 	In fact, we had about 20 

odd miles constructed arid we were just overcoming that 

difficulty when these big fires occurred. 

In -, egard to fire breaks and. so o n y  h.f.-.:ve you. ever heard of a system in 

Canada of carrying port,s .ble radio sets?----Yes, I have heard 

boat it. 

Woulel that be a matter for you or for somebody in the Central office?---

It is oat of my proviTue. 	w87 supplied with a radio 

to ge. in tough with the area of fire control. 	It is not 

a transmitting 3 et; only a receiving set* 

(Peg e 613 follows 
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MR. LAWRENCB: now long is it since you began service with the Forests 

Comnission?---I was first put into the field staff in 1925. 

Have you been in the field. ever sinew..----Yes. 

In what districts have you served?---I was approeAmaeely 2is years in the 

Cttway as an assistant; I was sent to Erica in the Gippsland 

dietnict Ser another two and a hale years; I was approyeLmately 

a month in the Beechworth and Chiltern district; I was 

transferred to the Forest in the Ottways, and. was there for 

9 years, end einee then I have been here, approaching three 

years. 

That means the whole of your service except for one month at neechworth, 

has been in nountain ..esh districte?---That is correct. 

You have been here since August 1936?--Yes4 

could you tell the Commission what is your interpretation of the 

Coweission'e policy in general, eoncerning the disposal of 
gunt ain 

mill heads in these/districts; ' --e1 have always oonsideted v  

where it was reckoned good policy, to do it without injuring 

the -forest, to destroy thorn. 	I can only say in the 24 

mills he se, Leaving out the 7Sebicon, in the areas of Buxton 

and ntnebethong, that the ienjority of the mills burn off their 

heads, ithQr all or part of them, whenever it can be done 

with safety. In one or two occasions, the head fires have 

got away, but they have generally been checked later. It 

possibly meant a visit when I would go around and they would. 

talk to me, or I would talk. t o them and say "I want you to 

burn". it -would be done, but perhaps a shower might come 

in between. However, it was generally carried out. 

What Iwant you to tell the 00ila i0X1 is this; you were 9 years in the 

Ott waya; during that time did you ever have a d „ finit 

instruction that wherever possible and condieions suited, 

you were to have these mill heads burnt up?---Did I have a 



writt en instructionO? 

No, not a written instruction, a definite instruction from your 

Divisional Officer?---Yes, I. can recall that • 

T3 3 OMMI-SSIWIJR: How are instructions usually issued, in writing or 

not ?---3omatimas they are in writirg f rola the Jommi  ssion; 

bat When the inspectors come around they usually go kg* out 

into the bush with you and indicate what they want done. 

MR. TAWR3NOE: In regard to this district, what is your policy in general 

towarfts the disposal of cuil.l heads? - taking the district 

as a whole---To get them bu72nt. 

This Commission had already heard evidence at karysville, what is your 

att it ads and instruction on this mat ter in, coonecti on with 

the mills at Buxton and Marysville?--Have not I already 

said they w e -^c required to burr them. 

I want that I3arifi,y1 absolutely. ijhat is the position in MurrindIndl?— 

11.44.7t3 1:14317 G T 7rea.11y made any differentiation there, 

You require theta to burn off?---"Yes. 

What is the position in the Rubioon?—.-If I require them to burn off? 

neYe' stopped burning, as I said before, and. generally 

fneaking, th.ey-..tlere allowed to burn, 

2E3 COMMISBIUFAR: I understood yir. Lawrence asked you if you ever 

required. it to be done i. that distriot? Have you ever 

directed it to be done ---log y  I have. 

You say youu, he.ve never stopped burning, and ealliE44 1-3 allowed it. 	It might 

look as if you leave it to the initiative of the mill 

owners -whether they would burn or not?- -Js I told you earlier, 

I discussed the burning off with the Construction kaeager 

of the Ruoak. Ha visits every twill, and he is more or less 

in charge of all their outdoor work. 

LATITR.0O1 . There is a sort of cloud. of indeoision over this 'Rubicon 

area s  which the aoifindasion is trying to pierce. You 

definitely state that in general you require the mill-

owners to burn off. :C that 	not So clear regarding the 
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Rubleon area, why is its IP there any particular set of con- 

ditions covering the Ranicon area which qualifies or 

elodeates yO,T general idea?---They are eountain ,sh areas, and 

being fire tender species it has a natural tendency to make 

make you feel a bit different about that area. 

2E3 OMEI3UX:R: What does that different feeling result in?---Caution. 

What does that lead to, :Leas burning or no burning?---More eare with 

tae burning. 

How does that affect whether you allow a mill owner to burn rother than 

direct him to burn* Aow does that affect that ouestion. 

If there is a lot o ears, would you not exercise a more 

active supervision of it?---Yes, I suppose you would. 

You follow what I mean. I am not trying to trap you. This evidenoe 

is -rely undeeided or indeeisives 	You are asked a simole 

question and you are not answering it veyy directly. I am 

not outting that as a oriticisme Otateir. Lawrenee has 

been trying to get from you — loam trying to assist him . 

is that he wants to know is there any difference about that 

ubio= diet riot as compared with other districts which 

impels you to take a different course with the millowners, 

whether you ask them, persuade them or allow them to burn )  

or whatever it may be?---it is rather hard forme to describe 

to you. The Rabioon is a little plaoe sitaaeed on its own 

in a valley and hard to get about in. Hard to get in 

tough with the people theeee the re ie just something 

different about it; that Is all i can ses0T-lee. 

That is what kr. Lawrenoe ie oomplaining of. 

MR. LATRSNOTS: I want to know 4Tha'y the difference is. 

TE] 00151ISSION311: If eon. ea not get in touch with them, can you sena 

them a message*, They are :lot out off tram the world are 

they?---No• 

MR. LAWRidlOS: We appreciate feom your statement that the Rubicon 
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Valley is an isolated area& 	noes that isolation create in 

your mind the idea that it is an area which is much less 

liable to fire be reason of that fact, or is an area which 

is very much more liable to fire?---I consider it is more 

vulnerab le than any other p lac e in the di at riot 4 

If it more vulnerable, your attitude with regard to nill heads can only 

tak e one of two forms, either the t the burnin.g of the mill 

heads is likely to threaten the safety of the whole valley?----

Rut the mill heads generally are not in the valley, As 

have already pointed out in the cease of the Roy ston y  it is 

high on the range*, 11001 mill is high on the range, also 

loe2 mill. Generally speaking, mill hands are not near 

the mills at all; they are miles away . 

BLS OuMmI36ICNSR: I think lir* Lawrence means in the territory* 

MR. LAWNUCE: Yes* 

THE GUIEMIS3IONER: nnswer it on the t basis* 

ILR* LaWRAVOn: The actual country it is ins 

THE WALIS3IONISP.: Row Long have you been Forestry officer — some years, 

have you not?---Yese 

Mr Lawrence is using proper language in asking these ouestions* 	Does it 

not convey clearly what he means* Are you sure you are 

really trying to answer them?--nIossibly I feel a little 

apprehensive. 

There is nothing to be apereheneive about, in the slightest* 	I regard 

you as an intelligent sort of man, and an expert in this 

pursuit of forestry* You aee being asked questions by 

your advocate who has done everything a man can do to make 

himself clear, I understand his questions the first time 

he asks them, yet you seem to take a Long while and do not 

grasp the question* You do not look apprehensive. I would 

not call you a nervous type; you seem to be a man of the 

world really* 

MR. LANRSHOE: Prom what we have heard in the evidenee given to this 

nommission t  we understand the Rue -icon and Royston valleys 
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oontain very fine Mountain .Lsh timber?---Yes • 

In their higher altitudes they lead. into woolly–butt country?----Yes, 

that is oorreot. 

You have already said that area is rather an isolated area?—Yes• 

Because of those two facts, the alas e of timber that is there, and its 

isoletion, does that establish that valley in your mind. as 

something to be treated differently oe this fire question, 

from any other -diece-  of your country?--Noe 

It dues not?--No. 

How long has the 'Weicon–neyston valley been under eeilling?---About 

35 years I suppose. 

Is there a fair incidence of young sepling timber through it?---Yes, 

there is a good bit, particularly on the middle •tenge r 

 also the noyston range and the, Blum range. 

What is the nature of that timber?—Prineipally meuntein ash -antil you 

get abo'xt 2,000 feet, and then you get into woolly–butt. 

ere those belts of young timber particularly susceptible to f!ire?---If 

they get a bad fire through them, they are likely to be 

TELL' 00WISSIONSTte Mr. Lawrence, your cue Lion was not reelly enewered.. 

You asked "Are they partiotlarly suseeptible 	first/ and 

you got a broad, general reply that a had fire would kill 

them. If you want an answer to the question, you had 

better pursue that. 	I. seems to ee you are leading to 

somethinr there. 

MRs ILIWIZAZTOL 	Yes, Your Honour. (To witness ). 	Compared with other 

species in this district, such as messmete ant gem *  how do 

these species of mountain ash and woolly–butt compare in 

susceptibility to fire?---The mountain ash is easily the 

mast fire tender, and I eonsidee the woolly–butt to be ne.,et 

Would a bad fire such as the one that swept through this year, have any 

effect on the young timber?---It appears to me to have 

wiped it right out. 
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Just what intensity of fire will those saplings stand without being 

damaged?---Prom my eeperienee even light fires do damage 

to them. 

What is the nature of that damage?---It destroys the bark around the butt 

of the tree and sometimes starts a dry side* 	Teven though' 

it does not kill it it causes disease ‘fhieh spoils the 

timber 00111a1 e 	al 1y 

Is it your experience that damage to a young tree causes deterioration 

in that tree as it p..ows?—Yes* low I must refer to 

mesFunate, because in the aubicon area, most of the thinning 
_ • 

was done previous to my earning heee; but over in the 

messmate country we found eeamples of trees that had been 

damaged by fire in the early stages* The trees were only 

about 9" to 10 in diameter, and apparently healthy, but they 

were i,otten inside, which indicated to me they had been burnt* 

Netting back t o this Rabieon—Royston area, a e them any patellas of 

young mountain ash or woolly–butt threu.gh the present milling 

areas?--No, generally speak  ing they are on their own* 

Do the areas that have been milled over two years ago, carry any patches 

of see dlings?—Yes, some of them* :For example I went up 

to the No*2 mill with the Mena/eon, He applied to me foe- _ 

pemission to cut down seedlings, and I thought I would 

go and inspect it before I gave permission. There were big ..• 

trees scattered through the seedlings in that particular area. 

If for climatic reaeons you were not able to carry out burning of mill 

heads in this years felling area, and next year ; ,,,Teu cc:kid 

do it, what would be the effeat on the seedlings if you 

burnt them next year?-12 this year was a year such as 

we have had, I do not 13 hint. there would be many seedlings there. 
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het if it was a normal year. Try and take this on a fairly normal 

basis. If last year you could not burn, this year was a 

normal year and you couiel burn, would you burn off all 

last year's felling area - the mill heads?---I think so. 

What would. be  the effect on the seedlings if you did?---It would probably 

destroy a few; but it would really depend on the intensity 

of th a heads of that area. 

Do these fires in the mill heads usually spread about or are they 

eonfined patch to pat eb.?-- Sorest imes they spread and sometimes 

they do not, but I would. say that usually they ai.e confi:o.ed. 

On occasions they have got away. The method is ie.? lighting 

io usually to light along some snig traek. 12 the wind is 

favourable and they are lighted along a snig traek, they 

will burn in gradually to the prevuous burn* 

I take it from your stat ement that if you were sure thot tha burning 

could be confined to these patches of heads, you would have 

no hesitation in buening?---I would not. 

Is it this possible risk of a fire eprea:l_ing among seedlings which is 

agitating your mind?---It is de rinitely. 

Can I take it further now and say that the relsk of a fire spreading 

among seedlings and youag stands, and the damage thereby_ 

caused,, is the main factor which is causing you to differe , 

 entiate your policy in the iubioon area?---That is behind 

it, yes. 

Is there anything else behind it?.. -Nothing except what I told you earlier. 

I domnot know whether the Commission will accept that, but you have said 

that is the basins of your policy. you heve been here for 

2i yeaes; whet have been the climatic conditions prevailing 

during that tire'---I have been here three sumeerce In the 

1986 sin e^^ it wars almoet impossible to burn in the nubicone 

was e damp summere In fact, we did not have a five in the whole 
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district. In 1937 the fire season came in about the 

beginning of November,and we had fires right up until 

April. That was a particularly dry fire season, and of 

course this year has been worse. 

Are you making the point now that climatic conditions Ovir the last two 

years in the Rubicon have been such that the fear of damage 

through burning heads in the Rubicon has been accentuated 

to such an extent that you were not prepared to give permission 

to burn?---I say yes to that question. 

MR. GOWANS: Do you honestly say that all these considerations have been 

closely present in your nind in the 2-'g- years you have been 

up here in the Rubicon?---I have a lot of things on my mind& 

fk lot of practical things& You are not very happy among these theories, 

are you?---As a matter of fact, I am not. 

You renember you told the Commission you had definite instructions from 

your superior officer as to the burning off of mill heads& 

Was that instruction f-om mr& Gerraty?-• -Yes& 

When was it?---It may have been two years ago& 

He told you verbally then, you war,: to see to the burning off by the 

mill owners, of mill heads. In substance, that is what it 

was?---Yes. 

Did he tell you you were to show any distinction between Rubicon and 

other areas under your eontro1?---too 

Apart from what has happened now, did you really draw any distinction 

between the Tinbielon and other areas?---I only had that 

feeling about the Rubicon, as I pointed out earlier, that 

it was different and required different treatment. 

It really occurred to you during that time, that you were to apply this 

policy in a different way in the Rubicon area'?----Do 

mean immediately the instriotion was given to mel 

Yes?---No, the sort of thing grew on me& 

It has grown on you a good deal mots in the last 20 minutes or so?---{o, 

I would not say that& 
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y:u would agree those were your genera/ instructions, to see that mill—

owners burnt will heads periodically. It was not put into 

practice very vigorously in the Rubicon area?—It was not e 

 no. 

And if that were so it was not so much because you considered. that the 

"Rubicon area needed special treatment, but that you were 

rather relying on your subordinate officer, Mr. Simmons, 

to let you know when it should be done?--As I told you 

earlier, I did. rely on him to a large extent* 

You are a little surprised to find he was relying on you, and did not 

accept any responsibility about it 	you are surprised to 

find that, are you not?-----Yes, I am* 

TH3 COMMIS,SIONIZZ: When Mr. Gerraty found these mill heads weru not 

being burnt as he directed, did. he ever say anything about 

it to you* Did he over discuss the matter with you in 

any way over the last tJo years?--We have discussed various 

things about the Rubicon, The last occasion that I remember 

he mentioned anything about it to me was in connection with 

the 1 o.4 burningcperationso He said "That was a pretty 

severe burn up at the Mo.4"* 

You say this rather different treatment that has been given to the 

Rubicon, that the different view you have about the 'Rubicon, 

has been with you since you have been here, you have held 

that view since you have had that district ander your 

cont rol?.—Yes* 

Apparently that has been the view of other officers over the last ten 

years also?---I think so* 

page 622 Follows* 
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MR. :"v.LASO: To get do .n to something that is a matter of fact, and not 

quite so much philosophy, do undersonis mills come under 

your oont rol?--Yes. 

When were the heads last burnt at _indersonls No.2 mill, from your 

knowledge. I want you to answer that, or to say you do 

not know?—I do not know. 

It is also a matter of deduction when you say that all the other mills, 

except the Rubicon mills, are actually burning their heads?— 

I do not know through having seen it myself, but I have 

been told. so t  

what have you been told about that particular mill and its head burning?--- 

Nothing beyond the fact that the heads were burned. 

When?-----I do not know when they were burned. 

an you say, either from your knowledge or from something you have 

received. as a report, tha t they were burned before this 

summer?--I can specifically say that I know there was 

burning done at No.l mill, but I cannot be definite about 

No.2 mill. 

Not before this summer?—I have a reoolleotio* that Mr. Gill, a witness 

the other day, told. me they burned the heads, but I cannot 

definitely say teat • 

TUN WITN4SS WITEDRA. 

4ILLIAK BPWARDMoC.LiSEINSY Sworn and Examined* 

MR, GOWANS; Your name is William Edward MoCashney, and you are a saw-mill 

owner living at Alexandra?---yes. 

Id your mill between the Crystal C-eek and Scrubby Creek?---It is on 

Scrubby Creek. 

Is it close to the property of Mr. Murray?---It is a mile away from 

there, in that area. 

Your mill was not burnt?—Noo 

How did you manage to escape?---I put it down to taking a bit of extra 

precaution, when we knew the fire was in the vicinity. 

When was it you knew the fire was in tha vicinity?----About the 9th of 

January, but I would. not be sure. 

That was the fire coming down from the Kinglake district?----Yes. 
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'ihat precautions did you take?--In the day time, we cleared small areas, 

or made a break around a small area of three, four or five 

acres. Between midnight and 3 a.m., we burnt those small 

areas out, by lighting round them to enclose the fire into 

the eentre% We cid that for three days and three nights, 

until we had the mill practically safe, apart from anything 

that wpfi likely to be carried. lys the strong wind. when we 

had several 44-gallon drums of water situated at different 

parts around the mill, with kerosene tins or watering cans, 

and so on, so that we could douoh any small fire that started. 

in the mill itself. We had a fair stack of timber there 

to save as well. 

You had plenty of water?---We had to eart the water in a 400-gallon tank 

on a motor-truck from ,Jemandra 

Was there no water in jorubby Creek?-- ,•The creek itself was dry. 71 e 

sank a well to ge -6 water for the mill, but it only made /00 

gallons a day, which we would have had to bale, and it was 

quicker to cart it. 

How wide were your breaks when you finished. off?—..thout four chains 

from the mill and every other part around it* 

Was it very hot on the three days you were burning?-•-Yes. 

How did you stop the fire getting away from you?-•-We did not light the 

fires until after midnight, and there were seven of us. 

We only burnt a small break that we reckoned we could manage, 

We had plenty of water there with the motor-truck, and we 

could. practically get anywhere close to it. 

You put the fire out afterwards?---Yes, with water. 

Is your mill in hilly country, or comparatively flat country?--It is 

in hilly country. 

What was the forest like around there?—It was fairly open forest where 

the mill was situated., with not very much undergrowth or 

debris. Our milling timbe is at least one and a half miles 

away from the mille We have no milling timber close to 

the mill. It is messmate. 

When did you last burn the heads?--We have not burnt any. We have 
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only been there for fourteen months, and have not burnt any 

heads. 

Have you ever had a Forestry Officer up there?--yes, Mr. Ure. 

Have you any other Forestry officer in that locality?--Ivir. Andrews 

comes there, as well as two younger members of tha staff, the 

names of whom I do not der remember. 

have you ever been told_ that you should. burn off the heads?-----No. 

Tim are fairly close to the boundary of the State forest there, are you 

not?---Yes, we are on private property with the mill, and 

it joins the State forest. 

ire you cutting into t he State forest?---Yes. 

What is the general condition of the Crown lands around there?---I do not 

think it is Crown land; I think it is State forest 0 

I know that is so where you are cutting, but how far is it from you to 

Crown lands?---4 are right on the boundary of the forest, 

just inside the boundary on private property. 

Is there any Crown Land near you?--I do not think so. 

We heard evidence from Mr. Murray and Mrs Wilmot yesterday from that area. 

Is Ir. Wilmot in that area?--We have 400 acres of country 

at Crystal Creek; perhaps that is what they mean. It is 

not on the mill area at all. 

We heard evidence from Mr. Murray about his property there, and he said 

that the Crown lands in the vicinity were a menace. What 

to you sat as to that ?---4 could not say they were. 

Do you think they are fairly clear?---There is no thick scrub in the 

country, it is mostly dead. leaves lying on the ground, and I 

do not think it would be a menace under ordinary conditions. 

I think we were told. yesterday that the ground was thickly covered with 

bark and material falling from the trees. J you know of any 

area th at could be described in th at way?--When you put it that 

way, I suppose it would. be  12 overact with a fairly thick mat of 

dead leaves, and some bark, but it is no worse than any other 

bush that I have been in, and I have been in the bush all 

my life. 

Where were you located before you came h.ere?---I was milling at Trentham 

and at Toombullup, about 20 miles from kansfield, sawing 
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all messmat e 

There was no particular reason to distinguish that country from any other 

country you were in?---Certainly not, it is all muoh the same. 

Did. you know this oountry before you came to mill here?--Yes, I have 

been here about fourteen years now, but I only started 

milling fourteen or fifteen months agog 

ou see no difference between its present condition and its condition 

when you first came here?---igo, very little differenoe. 

Did you have a dug-out at your mill?---No . 

Did you consider it neoessary?---Not at our mill, as we have no people 

living at the mill, and we have it very clear around the mill* 

Did you ever have any discussion with the Forestry officers about providing 

a dug-out?---No, I did not. I know it is on the tong that 

you ireceive that you are to provide a dug-out, but we consid-

ered oar mill was different from mills situated back in very 

dense timber country, and we had no one living at the mill. 

We take them backwards and forwards by motor-truck, and I do 

not think it necessary to have a dug-out. 

you are quite sure that it is in your Letter of Allotment or your license 

that you have to provide a dug-out. Have you actually seen 

that condition in your notidication?--Less 

Hay's you ever been asked by a Forestry Otficer why you did not provide 

MR. LiailliiNGS: You have stated that your mill is on private property?* 

Yes* 

What power has a Forestry Officer with is regard to the conduct of your 

mill while it is on private property?--I do not think he 

has any power. 

any rate, the officer could not tell you to put in a dig-out?.---No. i. but 

we are milling state forest timber, and it is on the form 

that they give. If the mill had been in the State forest, 

Ithey would have had authority to make me do it. But I am 

on private property, and I am not too sure whether they 
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have power. 

Prior to this year, from which direction did you consider th main fire 

danger would come, in th e Black Range country?---From south 

east to south west. 

You have always considered. that direction a danger?---Yes. 

You. have known this district for fourteen years?---Yes. 

prior to this year, have you ev,ir known a fire to come f ,-om the south 

west 

Yet you have considered that the main fire danger?--Dlat was the only 

part on our milling area on which there was any bush country. 

We are not very far from the Goulburn River, and on the 

north side tha only danger would be from grass fires over 

private property. We are actually on the boundary of the 

forest and private property. 

-2our answer is from a personal. standpoint — your personal int erests?--- 

Yes• 

Taking the Black -Range forest as a whole, in the past, from which direction 

did you think it was most Likely to burn?---I still say the 

same, with, perhaps, from the east. 	There would not be 

v e ,y much east erly danger, but mainly from the out h east 

to south west. 

lit you have never knom such a fire to ocour in fourteen years?--No, 

there has never beena fire there in that time. 

ai -v-1lT113:•143 WITHDRSW. 

0011e15;.eION ADJOURNS) 'UNTIL IC) AZ1. 

on THURSDAY, 16th FRBRUARY„ 

1939, AT 11.A.NST13111). 
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